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CONFLUENCE OF MEROMORPHIC SOLUTIONS OF q-DIFFERENCE
EQUATIONS.
THOMAS DREYFUS
Abstract. In this paper, we consider a q-analogue of the Borel-Laplace summation where q > 1 is a
real parameter. In particular, we show that the Borel-Laplace summation of a divergent power series
solution of a linear differential equation can be uniformly approximated on a convenient sector, by
a meromorphic solution of a corresponding family of linear q-difference equations. We perform the
computations for the basic hypergeometric series. Following Sauloy, we prove how a basis of solutions
of a linear differential equation can be uniformly approximated on a convenient domain by a basis of
solutions of a corresponding family of linear q-difference equations. This leads us to the approximations
of Stokes matrices and monodromy matrices of the linear differential equation by matrices with entries
that are invariants by the multiplication by q.
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2 THOMAS DREYFUS
Introduction
When q tends to 1, the q-difference operator dq := f 7→
f(qz)−f(z)
(q−1)z “tends” to the usual derivation.
Hence every differential equation may be discretized by a q-difference equation. Given a linear differential
equation ∆˜ and a family of linear q-difference equations ∆q that discretize ∆˜, we wonder if there exists
a basis of solutions of ∆q, that converges as q goes to 1 to a given basis of solutions of ∆˜. This question
has been studied in the Fuchsian case (see [Sau00]) and the main goal of this paper is to consider the
general situation. The problem is that for non-Fuchsian linear differential equations, the fundamental
solution, i.e., the invertible solution matrix, given by the Hukuhara-Turrittin theorem involves divergent
formal power series. However, we may apply to them a Borel-Laplace summation process in order to
obtain a fundamental solution that is analytic on a convenient sector. To extend the work of Sauloy to
the non-Fuchsian case, we have to approximate the Borel-Laplace summation of a given formal power
series solution of a linear differential equation, by a q-analogue of the Borel-Laplace summation applied
to a formal power series solution of a corresponding family of linear q-difference equations. Our main
result, Theorem 4.5, gives a confluence∗ result of this nature. Then, we use our main result to prove
that under convenient assumptions, a basis of meromorphic solutions of a linear differential equation,
not necessarily Fuchsian, can be uniformly approximated on a convenient domain by a basis of solutions
of a corresponding family of linear q-difference equations. This leads us to the approximations of Stokes
matrices and monodromy matrices of the linear differential equation by matrices with entries that are in-
variants by the multiplication by q. We also perform the computations for the basic hypergeometric series.
∗ ∗ ∗
Let q > 1 be a real parameter, and let us define the dilatation operator σq
σq
(
f(z)
)
:= f(qz).
See Remark 4.6 for the reason why we consider q real, and not q complex number such that |q| > 1, like
others papers present in the literature. We define δq :=
σq−Id
q−1 , which converges formally to δ := z
d
dz
when q → 1. Let us consider 
δqY (z, q) = B(z)Y (z, q)
δY˜ (z) = B(z)Y˜ (z),
where B(z) ∈Mm
(
C(z)
)
, that is am bym square matrix with coefficients in C(z). We are going to recall
the main result of [Sau00] in the particular case where the above matrix B(z) does not depend upon q and
q > 1 is real. Notice that a part of what follows now is purely local at z = 0, which means that we could
consider systems that have coefficients in the field of germs of meromorphic functions in the neighborhood
of z = 0, but for the simplicity of exposition, we have assumed that the coefficients are rational. In [Sau00],
Sauloy assumes that the systems are Fuchsian at 0 and the linear differential system has exponents at 0
which are non resonant (see [Sau00], §1, for a precise definition). The Frobenius algorithm provides a
local fundamental solution at z = 0, Φ˜0(z), of the linear differential system δY˜ (z) = B(z)Y˜ (z). This
solution can be analytically continued into an analytic solution on C∗, minus a finite number of lines and
half lines of the form R>0α :=
{
xα
∣∣∣x ∈]0,∞[} and R≥1β := {xβ∣∣∣x ∈ [1,∞[}, with α, β ∈ C∗. Notice
that in Sauloy’s paper, the lines and half lines are in fact respectively q-spirals and q-half-spirals since
the author considers the case where q is a complex number such that |q| > 1.
In [Sau00], §1, the author uses a q-analogue of the Frobenius algorithm to construct a local fundamental
matrix solution at z = 0, Φ0(z, q), of the family of linear q-difference systems δqY (z, q) = B(z)Y (z, q),
which is for a fixed q, meromorphic on C∗ and has its poles contained in a finite number of q-spirals of
the form qZα := {qnα, n ∈ Z} and qN
∗
β := {qnβ, n ∈ N∗}, with α, β ∈ C∗. Sauloy proves that Φ0(z, q)
converges uniformly to Φ˜0(z) when q → 1, in every compact subset of its domain of definition.
Let us assume that the systems are Fuchsian at ∞ and the linear differential system has ex-
ponents at ∞ which are non resonant. Let us consider Φ∞(z, q) and Φ˜∞(z), the corresponding
fundamental solutions at infinity of the linear δ and δq-systems. Sauloy shows that the Birkhoff
connection matrix P (z, q) :=
(
Φ∞(z, q)
)−1
Φ0(z, q), which is invariant under the action of σq, converges
to P˜ (z) :=
(
Φ˜∞(z)
)−1
Φ˜0(z) when q → 1. The matrix P˜ (z) is locally constant and the monodromy
matrices at the intermediates singularities (those different from 0 and∞) of the linear differential system
can be expressed with the values of P˜ (z).
∗Throughout the paper, we will use the word “confluence” to describe the q-degeneracy when q → 1.
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The goal of this paper is to prove similar results in the non-Fuchsian case. The question implies
difficulties of very different nature than in the Fuchsian case, since divergent formal power series may
appear as solutions. The prototypical example is the Euler equation and one possible q-deformation:
zδqy(z, q) + y(z, q) = z
zδy˜(z) + y˜(z) = z,
which admits respectively the formal divergent solutions:
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n[n]!qz
n+1, and
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nn!zn+1,
where [n]!q :=
∏n
l=0[l]q, [l]q :=
(
1 + ...+ ql−1
)
if l ∈ N∗, and [0]q := 1. In this example, the first formal
power series converges coefficientwise to the second when q → 1. However, there exist also analytic
solutions of the linear differential equation. For example, if d 6≡ pi[2pi] the following functions are solutions:∫ ∞eid
0
e−ζ/z
1 + ζ
dζ.
More generally, given a formal power series solution of a linear differential equation in coefficients that
are germs of meromorphic functions, it is well known (see §1) that we may apply to it several Borel and
Laplace transformations to obtain a germ of analytic solution on a sector of the form
S(a, b) :=
{
z ∈ C˜
∣∣∣ arg(z) ∈]a, b[} ,
where C˜ denotes the Riemann surface of the logarithm.
The situation is similar in the q-difference case. Consider a linear q-difference system with coefficients
that are germs of meromorphic functions, and assume that the slopes belongs to Z (see [RSZ] for
the definition). Like in the differential case, formal power series appear as solutions. The authors of
[RSZ] show how to transform a formal fundamental solution into fundamental solutions which entries
are meromorphic on a punctured neighborhood of 0 in C∗. Then, it is shown how the meromorphic
fundamental solutions are linked with the local meromorphic classification of q-difference equations. It is
natural to study the behavior, as q goes to 1 of their meromorphic fundamental solutions. Unfortunately,
there are two difficulties for this approach:
• In [RSZ] it is used the Birkhoff-Guenter normal form which has no known analogous in the dif-
ferential case. Study the behavior of the normal form as q goes to 1 seems to be very complicated.
• Although there are several q-analogues of the Borel and Laplace transformations, see
[DVZ09, MZ00, Ram92, RZ02, Zha99, Zha00, ?, Zha02, ?], we do not know how to express the
meromorphic fundamental solutions using a q-analogue of the Borel-Laplace summation.
∗ ∗ ∗
Let us state now our main result, Theorem 4.5, in a particular case. Let z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜ be formal
power series solutions of 
bm(z)δ
m
q hˆ(z, q) + · · ·+ b0(z)hˆ(z, q) = 0
bm(z)δ
mh˜(z) + · · ·+ b0(z)h˜(z) = 0,
where b0, . . . , bm ∈ C[z]. We assume that hˆ converges coefficientwise to h˜ when q → 1. We prove
that for q > 1 sufficiently close to 1, we may apply to hˆ several q-analogues of the Borel and Laplace
transformation and obtain Sq
(
hˆ
)
, solution of the family of linear q-difference equations that is for q fixed
meromorphic on C∗. Moreover, Sq
(
hˆ
)
converges uniformly on a convenient domain to the Borel-Laplace
summation of h˜ when q → 1. Notice that although this theorem deal with a problem which is purely
local at z = 0, we have assumed that the equations have coefficients in C[z], instead of the ring of germs
of analytic functions, since we need this assumption to prove the theorem. Another result of same nature
can be found in [DVZ09], Theorem 2.6. See Remark 4.7 for the comparison of the setting of this result
and our theorem.
In the appendix, we introduce another q-Laplace transformation and prove an analogous result for
the associated q-Borel-Laplace summation. See Theorem A.4.
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In §7, we consider the basic hypergeometric series rϕs. Let us choose r, s ∈ N
with r > s+ 1, α1, . . . , αr, β1, . . . , βs ∈ C \ (−N) with different images in C/Z, let p := q
−1/(r−s−1), and
consider, see [GR04],
rϕs
 pα1 , . . . , pαr ; p, (1− p)1+s−r z
pβ1 , . . . , pβs

:=
∞∑
n=0
(pα1 ; p)n . . . (p
αr ; p)n
(
1− p
)(1+s−r)n
(p; p)n(pβ1 ; p)n . . . (pβs ; p)n
p−n(n−1)/2(−1)n(1+s−r)zn,
where (a; p)n+1 := (1 − ap
n)(a; p)n and (a; p)0 := 1, for a ∈ C. The above series converge coefficientwise
when q → 1 to
rFs
 α1, . . . , αr ; (−1)1+s−rz
β1, . . . , βs
 := ∞∑
n=0
(α1)n . . . (αr)n
n!(β1)n . . . (βs)n
(−1)n(1+s−r)zn
where, (α)n+1 := (α + n)(α)n and (α)0 := 1 for α ∈ C
∗. We prove that the series rϕs and rFs do
not satisfy the assumptions of our main result, Theorem 4.5. However, we perform explicitly the
computation of a q-Borel-Laplace summation of rϕs, using others q-analogues of the Borel and Laplace
transformations, and prove the convergence when q → 1 to the classical Borel-Laplace summation of
rFs. See Theorem 7.4. See also [Zha02], §2, for the case r = 2, s = 0.
In §8, we apply our main result to prove that we can uniformly approximate on a convenient domain
a basis of solutions of a linear differential equation by a basis of solutions of a corresponding family of
linear q-difference equations. Our theorem holds in the non-Fuchsian case but does not recover Sauloy’s
result in the Fuchsian case. In other words, the two results are complementary.
In §8.2, we are interested in the case where the linear δq and δ-equations have formal coefficients and
we want to prove the convergence, in a sense we specify later, of a basis of formal solutions of a family
of linear δq-equations, to the Hukuhara-Turrittin solution of a linear δ-equation. A problem is the size
of the field of constants. A fundamental solution of a linear differential system is defined modulo an
invertible matrix with complex entries, while a fundamental solution of a linear q-difference system is
defined modulo a matrix with entries in ME, the field of functions invariant under the action of σq,
i.e., the field of meromorphic functions over the torus C∗ \ qZ. This field can be identified with the
field of elliptic functions. The consequence of this is that we have to choose very carefully our basis of
solutions of the family of linear δq-equations in order to have the convergence. For example, if we consider
δqy(z, q) = (z
−1 + 1)y(z, q)
δy˜(z) = (z−1 + 1)y˜(z),
the solutions of the linear δ-equation are of the form y˜(z) = a
(
e−z
−1
+ z
)
with a ∈ C. Let us introduce
the Jacobi theta function
Θq(z) :=
∑
n∈Z
q
−n(n+1)
2 zn =
∞∏
n=0
(
1− q−n−1
) (
1 + q−n−1z
) (
1 + q−nz−1
)
,
which is analytic on C∗, vanishes on the discrete q-spiral −qZ, with simple zeros, and satisfies:
σqΘq(z) = zΘq(z) = Θq
(
z−1
)
.
The following function is solution of the δq-equation y(z, q) =
1
Θq(z)
∞∑
n=0
qnzn∏n
k=0(q
k − q + 1)
, but the be-
havior as q goes to 1 is unclear. If we want to construct a solution of the family of linear δq-equations
that converges to a solution of the linear δ-equation, we need to introduce the q-exponential:
eq(z) :=
∞∑
n=0
zn
[n]!q
=
∞∏
n=0
(1 + (q − 1)q−n−1z).
It is analytic on C, with simple zeros on the discrete q-spiral q
N
∗
1−q and satisfies δqeq(z) = zeq(z). The
function, eq
(
qz−1
)−1
+ z is solution of the family of linear δq-equations and converges uniformly on the
compacts of C∗ to e−z
−1
+ z when q → 1. More generally, we will multiply a fundamental solution of the
family of linear δq-equations by a convenient matrix with entries in ME, in order to have a confluence
result. See Theorem 8.4 for a precise statement.
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In §8.3, we are interested in the case where the linear δq and δ-equations have coefficients in C(z).
We combine our main result, Theorem 4.5, and what we have just mentioned above, to prove that under
reasonable assumptions, we have the uniform convergence on a convenient domain of a basis of solutions
of a family of linear δq-equations to a basis of solutions of the corresponding linear δ-equation when q → 1.
This leads us to the convergence of the q-Stokes matrices, that do not correspond to the q-Stokes matrices
present in [RSZ], to the Stokes matrices. See Theorem 8.10.
In §8.4, following [Sau00], we construct a locally constant matrix, and his values allow us to obtain
the monodromy matrices at the intermediate singularities of the linear differential system. This result
is an analogue of [Sau00], §4, in the irregular singular case. See Theorem 8.11. The results of §8.3 and
§8.4 could be the first step to a numerical algorithm of approximation of the Stokes and monodromy
matrices. See [FRJT09, FRRJT10, vdH07, LRR11, Rem12] for results of numerical approximation of
the Stokes matrices and [MS10, Mez01] for results of numerical approximation of the monodromymatrices.
∗ ∗ ∗
The paper is organized as follows. In §1, we make a short overview of the Stokes phenomenon of the
linear differential equations. In particular, we recall the definition of the Stokes matrices. In §2, we recall
some results that can be found in [RSZ] on the local formal study of linear q-difference equations. In §3,
we introduce the q-Borel and the q-Laplace transformations.
The §4, is devoted to the statement of our main result, Theorem 4.5, while §5 and §6 are devoted to
the proof of Theorem 4.5. In §5, we prove a proposition that deals with the confluence of meromorphic
solutions. In §6.1, we study the confluence of the q-Laplace transformation. In §6.2, we show Theorem 4.5
in a particular case, and in §6.3, we prove Theorem 4.5 in the general case.
As told above, in §7, we study basic hypergeometric series, and in §8, we apply our main result
to obtain the uniform convergence on a convenient domain of a basis of solutions of a family of
linear δq-equations to a basis of solutions of the corresponding linear δ-equation when q → 1.
Acknowledgments. This paper was prepared during my thesis, supported by the region Ile de France.
I want to thank my advisor, Lucia Di Vizio, for the interesting discussions we had during the redaction
of the paper. I also want to thank Jean-Pierre Ramis, Jacques Sauloy and Changgui Zhang for accepting
to answer to my numerous questions about their work. Lastly, I heartily thank the anonymous referee
who spent a great lot of time and effort to help me make the present paper more readable.
1. Local analytic study of linear differential equations
In this section, we make a short overview of the Stokes phenomenon of linear differential equations.
See [Bal94, vdPS03] for more details. See also [Ber92, LR90, LR95, Mal95, MR92, Ram93, RM90, Sin09].
Let C[[z]] be the ring of formal power series and C((z)) := C[[z]][z−1] be its fraction field. Let K be
an intermediate differential field extension: C(z) ⊂ K ⊂
⋃
ν∈N∗
C
((
z1/ν
))
. We recall that δ = z ddz . Let
us consider the linear differential operator with coefficients in K
P˜ = b˜mδ
m + b˜m−1δ
m−1 + · · ·+ b˜0.
The Newton polygon of P˜ is the convex hull of
m⋃
k=0
{
(i, j) ∈ N∗ ×Q
∣∣∣i ≤ k, j ≥ v0 (b˜k)},
where v0 denotes the z-adic valuation of K. Let
{
(d1, n1), . . . , (dr , nr)
}
be a minimal subset of Z2 for
the inclusion, with d1 < · · · < dr, such that the Newton polygon is the convex hull of
r⋃
k=0
{
(i, j) ∈ N∗ ×Q
∣∣∣i ≤ dk, j ≥ nk}.
We call slopes of the linear δ-equation the positive rational numbers ni+1−nidi+1−di , and multiplicity of the
slope ni+1−nidi+1−di , the integer di+1 − di.
Let b˜0, . . . , b˜m−1 ∈ K and B˜ :=

0 1 . . . 0
...
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 1
−b˜0 . . . . . . −b˜m−1
 ∈ Mm(K) be a companion
matrix. The linear differential system δY˜ = B˜Y˜ is equivalent to the linear differential equa-
tion δmy˜ + b˜m−1δ
m−1y˜ + · · · + b˜0y˜ = 0. Let P˜ := δ
m + b˜m−1δ
m−1 + · · ·+ b˜0. We define the Newton
polygon of δY˜ = B˜Y˜ , as the Newton polygon of P˜ . We also define the slopes and the multiplicities of the
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slopes of δY˜ = B˜Y˜ as the slopes and the multiplicities of the slopes of P˜ . Notice that if B˜ ∈Mm
(
C((z))
)
is not a companion matrix, we can still define the Newton polygon of δY˜ = B˜Y˜ , but we will not need
this in this paper.
The linear differential equations δY˜ = A˜Y˜ and δY˜ = B˜Y˜ , with A˜, B˜ ∈Mm(K) are said to be equivalent
over K if there exists H˜ ∈ GLm(K), that is an invertible matrix with coefficients in K, such that
A˜ = H˜
[
B˜
]
δ
:= H˜B˜H˜−1 + δH˜H˜−1.
Notice that in this case:
δY˜ = B˜Y˜ ⇐⇒ δ
(
H˜Y˜
)
= A˜H˜Y˜ .
Conversely, if there exist A˜, B˜ ∈ Mm(K) and H˜ ∈ GLm(K), such that δY˜ = B˜Y˜ , δZ˜ = A˜Z˜ and Z˜ = H˜Y˜ ,
then
A˜ = H˜
[
B˜
]
δ
.
One can prove that if the above matrices A˜, B˜ ∈Mm(K) are companion matrices, then they have the
same Newton polygon.
Let us consider δY˜ = B˜Y˜ , where B˜ ∈ Mm
(
C((z))
)
is a companion matrix, having slopes k1 < · · · <
kr−1 with multiplicity m1, . . . ,mr−1, and let ν ∈ N
∗ be minimal such that all the νki belongs to N. The
Hukuhara-Turrittin theorem (see Theorem 3.1 in [vdPS03] for a statement that is trivially equivalent to
the following) says that there exist
• H˜ ∈ GLm
(
C
((
z1/ν
)))
,
• L˜i ∈ Mmi(C),
• λ˜i ∈ z
−1/νC
[
z−1/ν
]
,
such that B˜ = H˜
[
Diagi
(
L˜i + δλ˜i × Idmi
)]
δ
, where
Diagi
(
L˜i + δλ˜i × Idmi
)
:=
L˜1 + δλ˜1 × Idm1 . . .
L˜k + δλ˜k × Idmk
 †.
Roughly speaking, this means that if B˜ ∈ Mm
(
C((z))
)
is a companion matrix, there exists a formal
fundamental solution of δY˜ = B˜Y˜ , of the form
H˜(z)Diag
(
zL˜ieλ˜i(z)×Idmi
)
.
Of course, written like this, this statement is not rigorous, since matrices H˜(z) and Diag
(
zL˜ieλ˜i(z)×Idmi
)
can not be multiplied.
Remark that for all n ∈ Z, we have also
B˜ =
(
znH˜
) [
Diag
(
L˜i − n× Id + δλ˜i × Idmi
)]
δ
,
which allows us to reduce to the case where the entries of H˜ belongs to C
[[
z1/ν
]]
.
We recall that C˜ is the Riemann surface of the logarithm. If a, b ∈ R with a < b, we define A(a, b) as
the ring of functions that are analytic in some punctured neighborhood of 0 in
S(a, b) :=
{
z ∈ C˜
∣∣∣ arg(z) ∈]a, b[} .
Let C{z} be the ring of germs of analytic functions in the neighborhood of z = 0, and C({z}) be
its fraction field, that is the field of germs of meromorphic functions in the neighborhood of z = 0.
Let B˜ ∈ Mm
(
C({z})
)
be a companion matrix. We are now interested in the existence of a fundamental
solution of the system δY˜ = B˜Y˜ , we will see as an equation, that has coefficients in A(a, b), for some a < b.
Once for all, we fix a determination of the complex logarithm over C˜ we call log. We define the
family of continuous map (ρa)a∈C, from the Riemann surface of the logarithm to itself, that sends z
to ea log(z). One has ρb ◦ ρc = ρbc for any b, c ∈ C. For f˜ :=
∑
fnz
n ∈
⋃
ν∈N∗
C
((
z1/ν
))
and c ∈ Q>0, we
†If no confusions is likely to arise we will write Diag
(
L˜i + δλ˜i × Idmi
)
instead of Diag
i
(
L˜i + δλ˜i × Idmi
)
. Notice that
altough the index i seems here to be useless, he will be later helpfull when we will consider diagonal bloc matrices with
diagonal bloc having several indexes.
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set ρc
(
f˜
)
:=
∑
fnz
nc ∈
⋃
ν∈N∗
C
((
z1/ν
))
. For f ∈ A(a, b) and c ∈ Q>0, we define ρc (f) := f(z
c). Of
course, the definitions of ρc coincide on C({z}).
Definition 1.1. (1) Let k ∈ Q>0. We define the formal Borel transform of order k, Bˆk as follows:
Bˆk : C[[z]] −→ C[[ζ]]∑
n∈N
anz
n 7−→
∑
n∈N
an
Γ
(
1 + nk
)ζn,
where Γ is the Gamma function. We remark that we have for all k ∈ Q>0:
Bˆk = ρk ◦ Bˆ1 ◦ ρ1/k.
(2) Let d ∈ R and k ∈ Q>0. Let f be a function such that there exists ε > 0, such that f ∈ A(d − ε, d+ ε).
We say that f belongs to H˜dk, if f admits an analytic continuation defined on S(d− ε, d+ ε) that we will
still call f , with exponential growth of order k at infinity. This means that there exist constants J, L > 0,
such that for ζ ∈ S(d− ε, d+ ε):
|f(ζ)| < J exp
(
L|ζ|k
)
.
(3) Let d ∈ R and k ∈ Q>0. We define the Laplace transformations of order 1 and k in the direction d as
follow (see [Bal94], Page 13 for a justification that the maps are defined)
Ld1 : H˜
d
1 −→ A
(
d− pi2 , d+
pi
2
)
f 7−→
∫ ∞eid
0
z−1f(ζ)e−(
ζ
z )dζ,
Ldk : H˜
d
k −→ A
(
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
)
g 7−→ ρk ◦ L
d
1 ◦ ρ1/k (g) .
The following proposition will be needed for the proof of our main result, Theorem 4.5.
Proposition 1.2. Let f˜ ∈ C[[z]], let d ∈ R and let g˜ ∈ H˜d1. Then:
• Bˆ1
(
δf˜
)
= δBˆ1
(
f˜
)
.
• δBˆ1
(
zf˜
)
= ζBˆ1
(
f˜
)
, where δ := ζ ddζ .
• Ld1
(
δg˜
)
= δLd1
(
g˜
)
.
• zLd1
(
δg˜
)
= Ld1
(
ζg˜
)
− zLd1
(
g˜
)
.
Proof. The two first points are straightforward computations. Let us prove the third point. Making the
variable change ζ 7→ qζ in the integral, we find that for all q > 1, Ld1 commutes with σq. Then, for
all q > 1, we find
Ld1
(
δqg˜
)
= δqL
d
1
(
g˜
)
.
Since g˜ ∈ H˜d1, the dominated convergence theorem allow us to take the limit as q goes to 1
Ld1
(
δg˜
)
= lim
q→1
Ld1
(
δqg˜
)
= lim
q→1
δqL
d
1
(
g˜
)
= δLd1
(
g˜
)
.
Let us prove the last equality. Since g˜ ∈ H˜d1, we may perform an integration by part (let g˜
′ be the
derivation of g˜), and we obtain:
zLd1
(
δg˜
)
=
∫ ∞eid
0
ζg˜′(ζ)e−(
ζ
z )dζ
=
∫ ∞eid
0
g˜(ζ)e−(
ζ
z )
(
−1 +
ζ
z
)
dζ
=Ld1
(
ζg˜
)
− zLd1
(
g˜
)
. 
Remark 1.3. Let k ∈ Q>0, let d˜0, . . . , d˜r ∈ C
[
zk
]
and let us consider f˜ ∈ C
[[
zk
]]
, that satisfies
(1.1)
r∑
i=0
d˜i(z)δ
if˜ = 0.
From Proposition 1.2, there exist c˜0, . . . , c˜s ∈ C
[
zk
]
with degree less or equal that the maximum of the
degrees of the d˜i, such that
s∑
i=0
c˜i(z)δ
iBˆk
(
f˜
)
= 0.
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Furthermore, if there exists d ∈ R such that Bˆk
(
f˜
)
∈ H˜dk, then we have:
δLdk ◦ Bˆk
(
f˜
)
= Ldk ◦ Bˆk
(
δf˜
)
and δ
(
zkLdk ◦ Bˆk
(
f˜
))
= Ldk ◦ Bˆk
(
δ
(
zkf˜
))
.
Hence, Ldk ◦ Bˆk
(
f˜
)
is solution of (1.1). But in general, if f˜ ∈ C [[z]] is solution of a linear δ-equation with
coefficients in C [z], then, for all (d, k) ∈ R×Q>0, we have Bˆk
(
f˜
)
/∈ H˜dk, and we must apply successively
several Borel and Laplace transformations to compute an analytic solution of the same equation. See
Proposition 1.5.
Let us consider δY˜ = B˜Y˜ , where B˜ ∈ Mm
(
C({z})
)
is a companion matrix and let H˜ be a formal
matrix obtained with the Hukuhara-Turrittin theorem. We have seen that we may assume that H˜ has
no poles at 0. Let h˜ ∈ C
[[
z1/ν
]]
be an entry of H˜ and let us consider a linear δ-equation satisfied by h˜:
(1.2) b˜mδ
mh˜+ b˜m−1δ
m−1h˜+ · · ·+ b˜0h˜ = 0,
with b˜m 6= 0 and b˜i ∈ C
({
z1/ν
})
. Assume that (1.2) has at least one slope different from 0. Let d0 :=
max
(
2, deg
(
b˜0
)
, . . . ,deg
(
b˜m
))
, where deg denotes the degree. Let k1 < · · · < kr−1 be the slopes
of (1.2) different from 0, let kr be an integer strictly bigger than kr−1 and d0, and set kr+1 := +∞.
Let (κ1, . . . , κr) be defined by:
κ−1i := k
−1
i − k
−1
i+1.
We define the rational numbers (κ˜1, . . . , κ˜s) as follows: We take (κ1, . . . , κr) and for i = 1, ..., i = r,
replace successively κi by αi terms αiκi, where αi is the smallest integer such that αiκi is greater
or equal than d0. Therefore, by construction, all the κ˜i are greater than d0 ≥ 2, κ˜s belongs to N,
and κ˜s = κr = kr > kr−1.
Example 1.4. Assume that h˜ ∈ C[[z]] is solution of(
z4 + z3
)
δ3h˜+ zδ2h˜+ δh˜− h˜ = 0.
We have d0 = 4, r = 3 and (k1, k2, k3, k4) = (1, 2, 5,∞). Then, we find that
(κ1, κ2, κ3) = (2, 10/3, 5), s = 5, and we obtain (κ˜1, . . . , κ˜5) = (4, 4, 20/3, 20/3, 5).
We recall that h˜ ∈ C
[[
z1/ν
]]
. Let us write h˜ =:
∞∑
n=0
n∈N/ν
h˜nz
n. Let β ∈ N∗ be minimal such
that β/κ˜1, . . . , β/κ˜s belong to N
∗ and for l ∈ {0, . . . , βν − 1}, let h˜(l) :=
∞∑
n=0
h˜l/ν+nβz
nβ.
Proposition 1.5. Let us keep the same notations as above. There exists Σ˜
h˜
⊂ R, finite modulo 2piZ,
such that for all l ∈ {0, . . . , βν − 1}, if d ∈ R \ Σ˜
h˜
, the series f˜1,l := Bˆκ˜1 ◦ · · · ◦ Bˆκ˜s
(
h˜(l)
)
converges and
belongs to H˜d
κ˜1
.
Moreover, for j = 2 (resp. j = 3, . . . , resp. j = s), f˜j,l := L
d
κ˜j−1
(
f˜j−1,l
)
belongs to H˜d
κ˜j
.
Let S˜d
(
hˆ(l)
)
:= Ld
κ˜s
(
f˜s,l
)
. The function
S˜d
(
h˜
)
:=
βν−1∑
l=0
zl/ν S˜d
(
h˜(l)
)
∈ A
(
d−
pi
2κ˜s
, d+
pi
2κ˜s
)
= A
(
d−
pi
2kr
, d+
pi
2kr
)
,
is solution of the same linear δ-equation than h˜.
Remark 1.6. We make a priori an abuse of notations, since S˜d
(
h˜
)
may depend on the choice of the linear
differential equation satisfied by h˜. However, we can directly deduce from Lemma 2 in [Bal94], §6.2, that
S˜d
(
h˜
)
is independent upon the choice of the linear differential equation satisfied by h˜. Notice that we
will not use this fact.
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Remark 1.7. As we can see in Theorem 7.51 in [vdPS03], the function S˜d
(
h˜
)
is κ˜s-Gevrey asymp-
totic to h˜ on S
(
d−
pi
2κ˜s
, d+
pi
2κ˜s
)
: for every closed subsector W of S
(
d−
pi
2κ˜s
, d+
pi
2κ˜s
)
, there ex-
ist AW ∈ R, ε > 0 such that for all N ∈ N
∗ and all z ∈ W with |z| < ε,∣∣∣∣∣S˜d (h˜) (z)−
N−1∑
n=0
h˜nz
n
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (AW )NΓ
(
1 +
N
κ˜s
)
|z|N .
Proof of Proposition 1.5. Let g˜ := ρν h˜ ∈ C[[z]]. For all l ∈ {0, . . . , βν − 1}, we have
zl/ν h˜(l)(z, q) = ρ1/ν
βν−1∑
j=0
g˜
(
e2ipilj/βνz
)
e2ipilj/βνβν
.
It follows that there exists Σ˜
h˜
⊂ R, finite modulo 2piZ, such that for all l ∈ {0, . . . , βν− 1}, if d ∈ R \ Σ˜
h˜
,
then
• f˜1 := Bˆκ˜1 ◦ · · · ◦ Bˆκ˜s
(
h˜
)
∈ H˜d
κ˜1
if and only if for all integers l ∈ {0, . . . , βν − 1}, we
have f˜1,l := Bˆκ˜1 ◦ · · · ◦ Bˆκ˜s
(
h˜(l)
)
∈ H˜d
κ˜1
.
• For j = 2 (resp. j = 3, . . . , resp. j = s), f˜j := L
d
κ˜j−1
(
f˜j−1
)
∈ H˜d
κ˜j
if and only if for
all l ∈ {0, . . . , βν − 1}, f˜j,l := L
d
κ˜j−1
(
f˜j−1,l
)
∈ H˜d
κ˜j
.
Let d ∈ R \ Σ˜
h˜
and let (κ′1, . . . , κ
′
r−1) defined as:
κ′r−1 := kr−1 and for i < r − 1,
1
κ′i
:=
1
ki
−
1
ki+1
.
Due to Theorem 7.51 in [vdPS03] and [Bal94], §7.2, f˜ ′1 := Bˆκ′1 ◦ · · · ◦ Bˆκ′r
(
h˜
)
∈ H˜dκ′1
, and for j = 2
(resp. j = 3, . . . , resp. j = r− 1), f˜ ′j := L
d
κ′
j−1
(
f˜ ′j−1
)
∈ H˜dκ′
j
. With Lemma 2 in [Bal94], §6.2, this implies
that f˜1 := Bˆκ˜1 ◦ · · · ◦ Bˆκ˜s
(
h˜(l)
)
∈ H˜d
κ˜1
and for j = 2 (resp. j = 3, . . . , resp. j = s), f˜j := L
d
κ˜j−1
(
f˜j−1,l
)
∈
H˜d
κ˜j
. With the equivalence we have written in the beginning of the proof, we may apply successively the
Borel and Laplace transformations of the required order to each series hˆ(l).
To finish, we have to prove that S˜d
(
h˜
)
is solution of the same linear δ-equation than h˜. This is a
direct consequence of Theorem 2 in [Bal94], §6.4. 
As a matter of fact, as we can see in Page 239 of [vdPS03], S˜d
(
h˜
)
belongs to A
(
dl −
pi
2kr
, dl+1 +
pi
2kr
)
,
where dl, dl+1 ∈ Σ˜h˜ are chosen such that
]
dl, dl+1
[⋂
Σ˜
h˜
= ∅.
If (1.2) has only slope 0, then h˜ ∈ C
{
z1/ν
}
. In this case we set Σ˜
h˜
:= ∅, and for all d ∈ R we set
S˜d
(
h˜
)
:= h˜.
We recall that we consider the equation δY˜ = B˜Y˜ , where B˜ ∈ Mm
(
C({z})
)
is a companion matrix
and H˜ :=
(
h˜i,j
)
∈ Mm
(
C
[[
z1/ν
]] )
is a formal matrix given by the Hukuhara-Turrittin theorem. The
entries of H˜ satisfy linear δ-equations with coefficients in C
[
z1/ν
]
for some ν. We may assume that for
a given entry, the coefficients of the δ-equation are relatively prime. Let d0 be the maximum among 2
and the degrees of the coefficients of the equations. Let Σ˜
H˜
be the union of the Σ˜
h˜i,j
, where Σ˜
h˜i,j
has
been defined in Proposition 1.5; ki,j ∈ Q be the biggest slope of the equation satisfied by h˜i,j ; k
′ be the
maximum of the ki,j ; and k be an integer strictly bigger than k
′ and d0. Let d, d
± ∈ R \ Σ˜
H˜
, with
d−
pi
2k
< d− < d < d+ < d+
pi
2k
,
and such that
([
d−, d
[⋃]
d, d+
])⋂
Σ˜
H˜
= ∅. Let S˜d
±
(
H˜
)
:= S˜d
±
(
h˜i,j
)
. We get two analytic solu-
tions,
S˜d
−
(
H˜
)
Diag
(
eL˜i log(z)eλ˜i×Idmi
)
∈ GLm
(
A
(
d− −
pi
2k
, d+
pi
2k
))
,
and
S˜d
+
(
H˜
)
Diag
(
eL˜i log(z)eλ˜i×Idmi
)
∈ GLm
(
A
(
d−
pi
2k
, d+ +
pi
2k
))
.
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Note that by definition, the analyticity holds on a subset of C˜. A computation shows that there exists a
matrix S˜T d ∈ GLm(C), we call the Stokes matrix in the direction d, such that:
S˜d
+
(
H˜
)
Diag
(
eL˜i log(z)eλ˜i×Idmi
)
= S˜d
−
(
H˜
)
Diag
(
eL˜i log(z)eλ˜i×Idmi
)
S˜T d.
The Stokes matrices belong to the differential Galois group, see Chapter 8 of [vdPS03].
2. Local formal study of q-difference equations
In this section, we summarize results about formal classification of linear q-difference equations. See
in particular [RSZ] for more details. Let q > 1 be fixed. We extend the action of σq to
⋃
ν∈N∗
C
((
z1/ν
))
by σqz
1/ν = elog(q)/νz1/ν, for ν ∈ N∗. Let K be an intermediate field extension: C(z) ⊂ K ⊂⋃
ν∈N∗
C
((
z1/ν
))
, stable by σq.
Let us consider the q-difference operator:
P =
m∑
i=l
biσ
i
q,
where bi ∈ K, l,m ∈ Z and l < m. The Newton polygon of P is the convex hull of
m⋃
k=l
{
(i, j) ∈ Z×Q
∣∣∣j ≥ v0 (bk)},
where v0 denotes the z-adic valuation of K. Let
{
(d1, n1), . . . , (dr , nr)
}
be a minimal subset of Z2 for
the inclusion, with d1 < · · · < dr, such that the Newton polygon is the convex hull of
r⋃
k=1
{
(dk, j) ∈ Z×Q
∣∣∣j ≥ nk}.
We call slopes of the linear q-difference equation the rational numbers ni+1−nidi+1−di , and multiplicity of the
slope ni+1−nidi+1−di , the integer di+1 − di.
Like in §1, let B ∈ GLm(K) be a companion matrix. As in the differential case, we can naturally asso-
ciate to the linear σq-equation σqY = BY a unitary q-difference operator P = σ
m
q + bm−1σ
m−1
q + · · ·+ b0
with coefficients in K. We define the Newton polygon of σqY = BY , as the Newton polygon of P . We
also define the slopes and the multiplicities of the slopes of σqY = BY as the slopes and the multiplicities
of the slopes of P . Notice that if B ∈ GLm
(
C((z))
)
is not a companion matrix, we can still define the
Newton polygon of σqY = BY , but we will not need this in this paper.
Let A,B ∈ GLm(K). The two q-difference systems, σqY = AY and σqY = BY are equivalent over K,
if there exists P ∈ GLm(K), called gauge transformation, such that
A = P [B]σq := (σqP )BP
−1.
In particular,
σqY = BY ⇐⇒ σq (PY ) = APY.
Conversely, if there exist A,B, P ∈ GLm(K) such that σqY = BY , σqZ = AZ and Z = PY , then
A = P [B]σq .
If the above matrices A,B ∈ GLm(K) are companion matrices, then, see [RSZ], Theorem 2.2.1, they
have the same Newton polygon.
Theorem 2.1 ([RSZ], §2.2). Let B ∈ GLm
(
C((z))
)
be a companion matrix and let us con-
sider σqY = BY . Let µ1, . . . , µk be the slopes of the q-difference equation, let m1 . . . ,mk be their multiplic-
ities and assume that the µi belong to Z. Then, we have existence of Bi ∈ GLmi(C), Hˆ ∈ GLm
(
C((z))
)
,
such that:
B = Hˆ
[
Diag
(
z−µiBi
) ]
σq
.
See [vdPR07] for a more general result that works for q-difference equation with arbitrary slopes.
Notice that for all n ∈ Z, we have also
B =
(
znHˆ
) [
Diag
(
Bi × q
−nz−µi
) ]
σq
,
which allow us to reduce to the case where Hˆ has entries in C[[z]].
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We want to determine the eigenvalues of the Bi and the z-valuation of the entries of Hˆ .
Let b0, . . . , bm−1 ∈ C((z)), and let us consider the q-difference equation:
(2.1) σmq y + bm−1σ
m−1
q y + · · ·+ b0y = 0.
Let
{
(d1, n1), . . . , (dr, nr)
}
be a minimal subset of Z2 for the inclusion, with d1 < · · · < dr, such that
the Newton polygon is the convex hull of
r⋃
k=1
{
(dk, j) ∈ Z × Z
∣∣∣j ≥ nk}. Let µ1, . . . , µk be the slopes
of the q-difference equation, m1 . . . ,mk be their multiplicities and assume that the slopes µi =
ni+1−ni
di+1−di
belongs to Z.
For di ≤ j ≤ di+1, let aj be the value at z = 0 of bj(z)z
−ni−µi(j−di). We define the characteristic
polynomial associated to the slope µi as follows:
P (µi)(X) :=
(
adi+1q
µidi+1(di+1−1)/2Xdi+1−di + · · ·+ adiq
µidi(di−1)/2
)
.
From [MZ00], Theorem 3.2.3, we deduce directly the following:
Theorem 2.2. Let B ∈ GLm
(
C((z))
)
be a companion matrix, such that σqY = BY is the linear σq-
system equivalent to (2.1). There exist
• Bi ∈ GLmi(C), which are of the form Diagl (Ti,l), where Ti,l are upper triangular matrices
with diagonal terms that are equal to the roots of the characteristic polynomial associated to the
slope µi,
• Hˆ ∈ GLm
(
C((z))
)
, whose entries of the first row of Hˆ have z-valuation equal to 0,
such that
B = Hˆ
[
Diag
(
z−µiBi
) ]
σq
.
3. Definition of q-Borel and q-Laplace transformations.
The goal of this section is to define q-analogues of the Borel and Laplace transformations. We will study
their behavior as q goes to 1 in §4.2. Remark that there are several possible definitions of q-analogues of
Borel and Laplace transformations. See [DVZ09, MZ00, Ram92, RZ02, Zha99, Zha00, ?, Zha02, ?] for
example. Following [DVZ09], we begin by defining a q-Borel transformation we are going to study. In
this section, q > 1 is fixed. Let us recall that for all n ∈ N, [n]!q =
n∏
l=1
ql − 1
q − 1
.
Definition 3.1. Let k ∈ Q>0 and let ν ∈ N
∗ minimal such that νk ∈ N∗. We define Bˆq,k as follows:
Bˆq,k : C
[[
zνk
]]
−→ C
[[
ζνk
]]∑
l∈N
alz
l 7−→
∑
l∈N
al
[l/k]!q
ζl,
Let k ∈ Q>0, let ν ∈ N
∗ minimal such that νk ∈ N∗ and let ρk, ρ1/k be the maps defined in §1. We
remark that we have:
Bˆq,k = ρk ◦ Bˆq,1 ◦ ρ1/k.
Definition 3.2. Let d ∈ R and let k ∈ Q>0. Let f be a function such that there exists ε > 0,
such that f ∈ A(d − ε, d + ε). We say that f belongs to Hdq,k, if f admits an analytic continuation
defined on S(d − ε, d + ε), that we will still call f , such that there exist constants J, L > 0, such that
for ζ ∈ S(d− ε, d+ ε) (see the introduction for the definition of eq):
|f(ζ)| < Jeq
(
L|ζ|k
)
.
For all d ∈ R, we write [d] := qZeid the discrete logarithmic q-spiral through the point eid ∈ C∗.
For d ∈ R we set the Jackson integral:∫
[d]
f(ζ)dqζ := (q − 1)
∑
l∈Z
f
(
qleid
)
qleid,
whenever the right hand side converges. Roughly speaking, Jackson integral degenerates into classical
integral when q goes to 1, which means that for a convenient choice of function f , we have on a convenient
domain ∫
[d]
f(ζ)dqζ −→
q→1
∫ ∞eid
0
f(ζ)dζ.
From now, let p := 1/q ∈]0, 1[. Let M(C∗, 0) be the field of functions that are meromorphic on some
punctured neighborhood of 0 in C∗. We define now the q-Laplace transformation.
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Definition 3.3. Let k ∈ Q>0 and let ρk (M(C
∗, 0)) := {ρk(f)|f ∈ M(C
∗, 0)}. Let d ∈ R. As we can see
in [DVZ09], §4.2, the following maps are well defined and we call them the q-Laplace transformation of
order 1 and k respectively:
L
[d]
q,1 : H
d
q,1 −→ M(C
∗, 0)
f 7−→
∫
[d]
f(ζ)
zeq
(
qζ
z
)dqζ,
L
[d]
q,k : H
d
q,k −→ ρk (M(C
∗, 0))
g 7−→ ρk ◦ L
[d]
q,1 ◦ ρ1/k(g).
For |z| small, the function L
[d]
q,1(f)(z) has poles of order at most 1 that are contained on the q-
spiral (q − 1)[d+ pi] := qZ(1− q)eid. The following proposition is the q-analogue of Proposition 1.2.
Proposition 3.4. Let fˆ ∈ C[[z]], let d ∈ R, and let g ∈ Hdq,1. Then
• Bˆq,1
(
δq fˆ
)
= δqBˆq,1
(
fˆ
)
.
• δqBˆq,1
(
zfˆ
)
= ζBˆq,1
(
fˆ
)
.
• L
[d]
q,1
(
δqg
)
= δqL
[d]
q,1
(
g
)
.
• zL
[d]
q,1
(
δqg
)
= pL
[d]
q,1
(
ζg
)
− pzL
[d]
q,1
(
g
)
.
Proof. The three first points are straightforward computations. Let us prove the last equality. Let z ∈ C∗.
It is a well known fact and easy to verify that σq
(
eq(z)ep(−z)
)
= eq(z)ep(−z). Since eq(z)ep(−z) is a
formal power series with constant term equals to 1, eq(z)ep(−z) = 1. We have the equalities:
zL
[d]
q,1
(
δqg
)
= (q − 1)eid
∑
l∈Z
δqg
(
qleid
)
eq
(
ql+1eid
z
)ql
= (q − 1)eid
∑
l∈Z
δqg
(
qleid
)
ep
(
−ql+1eid
z
)
ql
= eid
∑
l∈Z
g
(
ql+1eid
)
ep
(
−ql+1eid
z
)
− g
(
qleid
)
ep
(
−ql+1eid
z
)
ql
= eid
∑
l∈Z
g
(
qleid
) (
ep
(
−ql+1eid
qz
)
p− ep
(
−ql+1eid
z
))
ql
= (p− 1)eid
∑
l∈Z
g
(
qleid
)
ep
(
−ql+1eid
z
)(
−qleid
z + 1
)
ql
= p(q − 1)eid
∑
l∈Z
g
(
qleid
)
eq
(
ql+1eid
z
) ( qleid
z − 1
)
ql
= pL
[d]
q,1
(
ζg
(
ζ
))
− pzL
[d]
q,1
(
g(ζ)
)
.

Remark 3.5. Let k ∈ N∗ and let d ∈ R. If we consider fˆ ∈ C
[[
zk
]]
, solution of a linear δq-equation with
coefficients in C
[
zk
]
with Bˆq,k
(
fˆ
)
∈ Hdq,k, then we have:
δq
(
L
[d]
q,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
fˆ
))
= L
[d]
q,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
δq fˆ
)
and δq
(
zkL
[d]
q,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
fˆ
))
= L
[d]
q,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
δq
(
zkfˆ
))
.
Hence, L
[d]
q,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
fˆ
)
is solution of the same linear δq-equation than fˆ . But in general, if fˆ ∈ C [[z]] is
solution of a linear δq-equation with coefficients in C [z], we will have to apply successively several q-Borel
and q-Laplace transformations in order to compute an analytic solution of the same equation than fˆ . See
Theorem 4.5. We are not going to give explicit examples of such sitation since the proof that we need
strictly more than one q-Borel and q-Laplace transformation should be very technical.
In §7, we will use other q-analogue of the Borel (resp. Laplace) transformation that has been originally
introduced by Ramis (resp. Zhang). See [Zha02], §1 for the justification of the convergence of the q-
Laplace transformation.
Definition 3.6. (1) We define Bˆq as follows:
Bˆq : C[[z]] −→ C[[ζ]]∑
l∈N
alz
l 7−→
∑
l∈N
al
ql(l−1)/2
ζl.
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(2) Let d ∈ R. We define the map L
[d]
q as follows:
L
[d]
q : Hdq,1 −→ M(C
∗, 0)
f 7−→
∑
n∈Z
f
(
qn(q − 1)eid
)
Θq
(
qn+1(q−1)eid
z
) .
For |z| small, the function L
[d]
q (f)(z) admits a spiral of poles of order at most 1 that are contained in
the q-spiral (q − 1)[d+ pi].
Remark 3.7. Let d ∈ R. The maps Bˆq,1, L
[d]
q,1, Bˆq and L
[d]
q are very similar to the q-Borel and the
“discrete” q-Laplace transformations introduced in [DVZ09], §4.2. Let fˆ ∈ C[[z]] such that there exists d ∈
R with g := Bˆq,1
(
fˆ
)
∈ Hdq,1 (resp. h := Bˆq
(
fˆ
)
∈ Hdq,1). By a straightforward computation, we find
that L
[d]
q,1(g) and L
[d]
q (h) are respectively equal to the two “discrete” q-Borel-Laplace summation defined
in [DVZ09], Definition 4.12, (1).
We can compare the two q-Borel-Laplace summation processes for formal power series solutions of
a linear σq-equation with coefficients in C({z}) with only slope 1. From [DVZ09], Theorem 4.14, and
Remark 3.7, we deduce directly the following:
Theorem 3.8. Let hˆ(z) ∈ C[[z]] be a formal power series solution of a linear σq-equation with coefficients
in C({z}) with only slope 1 and let d ∈ R. Then, the series Bˆq
(
hˆ
)
converges and admits an analytic
continuation f ∈ Hdq,1 if and only if Bˆq,1
(
hˆ
)
converges and admits an analytic continuation g ∈ Hdq,1.
Moreover for such a d ∈ R, L
[d]
q (f) = L
[d]
q,1(g) on a convenient domain.
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4. Statement of the main result.
From now, we see q as a parameter in ]1,∞[. We recall that when we say that q is close to 1, we mean
that q will be in the neighborhood of 1 in ]1,∞[. In §4.1, we prove two preliminaries lemmas that deal
with the confluence of formal solutions of family of linear σq-equations. In §4.2, we state our main result.
We consider
(
hˆ(z, q)
)
q>1
(resp. h˜(z)), formal power series solutions of a family of linear δq-equations
(resp. δ-equation) with coefficients in C[z]. We assume that hˆ(z, q) converges coefficientwise to h˜(z)
when q → 1. We state that under reasonable assumptions, for q close to 1, we may apply several q-Borel
and q-Laplace transformations to hˆ(z, q), and obtain a solution of the family of linear δq-equations, that
is for q fixed, meromorphic on some punctured neighborhood of 0 in C∗. Moreover, the latter converges
as q goes to 1, to the solution of the linear δ-equation, computed with the classical Borel and Laplace
transformations.
4.1. Preliminaries on confluence of formal solutions.
Lemma 4.1. Let us consider
∆q := bm(z, q)δ
m
q + bm−1(z, q)δ
m−1
q + . . . + b0(z, q)
∆˜ := b˜m(z)δ
m + b˜m−1(z)δ
m−1 + . . . + b˜0(z),
with z 7→ bi(z, q), b˜i(z) ∈ C[[z]], and the bi converge coefficientwise to the b˜i when q → 1. We assume
that the C-vector subspace F˜ ⊂ C((z)), of solutions of ∆˜
(
F˜
)
= 0 has dimension 1. Let κ ∈ Z be
the z-valuation of the elements of F˜ \ {0}. Let hˆ(z, q) :=
∞∑
n=κ
hˆn(q)z
n be a solution of ∆q
(
hˆ
)
= 0, such
that lim
q→1
hˆκ(q) = h˜κ 6= 0. Let h˜(z) :=
∞∑
n=κ
h˜nz
n ∈ F˜ \ {0}, which is uniquely determined by assumption.
Then, for all n ≥ κ,
lim
q→1
hˆn(q) = h˜n.
Proof. We will prove by an induction on n that for all n ≥ κ, hˆn(q) converges as q goes to 1 to h˜n. By
assumption, hˆκ(q) converges to h˜κ.
Let n ≥ κ. Induction hypothesis: assume that for all k ∈ {κ, . . . , n− 1}, lim
q→1
hˆk(q) = h˜k. Let us prove
that hˆn(q) converges to h˜n. Looking at the linear σq-equation (resp. the linear δ-equation) satisfied
by hˆ(z, q) (resp. h˜(z)), we find a relation of the form:
cn(q)hˆn(q) = cn−1(q)hˆn−1(q) + . . . + cκ(q)hˆκ(q),
c˜nh˜n = c˜n−1h˜n−1 + . . . + c˜κh˜κ,
where ci(q), c˜ ∈ C. Since the bi converge coefficientwise to the b˜i when q → 1, we find that for
all k ∈ {κ, . . . , n}, lim
q→1
ck(q) = c˜k.
If c˜n = 0, then we obtain a formal solution of the same linear δ-equation than h˜ with z-valuation
equal to n. This is in contradiction with the assumptions of the lemma. Therefore, c˜n 6= 0. Using the
convergence of cn(q) to c˜n, cn(q) is not vanishing in the neighborhood of 1. Because of the induction
hypothesis and the convergence of the ci(q), we obtain
lim
q→1
hˆn(q) = h˜n.
By induction, we have proved that for all n ≥ κ, hˆn(q) converges as q goes to 1 to h˜n. 
If A and B are matrices with coefficients in C and R ∈ R>0, we say that |A| < |B| (resp. |A| < R) if
every entry of A has modulus bounded by the modulus of the corresponding entry of B (resp. by R).
Following §3.3.1 of [Sau00], we prove:
Lemma 4.2. Let us consider z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜(z) ∈ C{z}, solution of
bm(z, q)δ
m
q hˆ(z, q) + bm−1(z, q)δ
m−1
q hˆ(z, q) + . . . + b0(z, q)hˆ(z, q) = 0
b˜m(z)δ
mh˜(z) + b˜m−1(z)δ
m−1h˜(z) + . . . + b˜0(z)h˜(z) = 0,
with z 7→ bi(z, q), b˜i(z) ∈ C[z] and assume that
• The bi converge coefficientwise to the b˜i when q → 1.
• The series hˆ converges coefficientwise to h˜ when q → 1.
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Then, we have
lim
q→1
hˆ(z, q) = h˜(z),
uniformly on a closed disk centered at 0.
Proof. Let us consider the equations as systems:
δqY (z, q) = B(z, q)Y (z, q) and δY˜ (z) = B˜(z)Y˜ (z).
Let κ ∈ Z and let us write the vector solutions Y (z, q) =:
∞∑
k=κ
Yk(q)z
k, Y˜ (z) =:
∞∑
k=κ
Y˜kz
k and the
matrices B(z, q) =:
∞∑
k=κ
Bk(q)z
k, B˜(z) =:
∞∑
k=κ
B˜kz
k. For all k ≥ κ, we have the relation:
(4.1)
(
[k]q × Id−B0(q)
)
Yk(q) =
∑
i6=k
Bi(q)Yk−i(q) and
(
k × Id− B˜0
)
Y˜k =
∑
i6=k
B˜iY˜k−i.
There exist k0 ≥ κ, C ∈ R>0, such that for all k ≥ k0, for all q close to 1, for all Y ∈ C
m,(
[k]q × Id−B0(q)
)
∈ GLm(C) and
∣∣∣∣([k]q × Id−B0(q))−1Y ∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
l=0
([k]q)
−1
(
B0(q)
[k]q
)l
Y
∣∣∣∣∣ < C|Y |
resp. (
k × Id− B˜0
)
∈ GLm(C) and
∣∣∣∣(k × Id− B˜0)−1 Y ∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
l=0
k−1
(
B˜0
k
)l
Y
∣∣∣∣∣∣ < C|Y |.
Since the equations have coefficients in C[z], the first assumption implies the existence of C0 > 0 such
that for all k ≥ κ, for all q close to 1, |Bk(q)| < C
k
0 and
∣∣∣B˜k(q)∣∣∣ < Ck0 . Using additionally (4.1), we can
prove by an induction that there exists C1 > 0, such that for all k ≥ κ, for all q close to 1, we have:
|Yk(q)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
[k]q × Id−B0(q)
)−1∑
i6=k
Bi(q)Yk−i(q)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ < Ck1
and ∣∣∣Y˜k∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
k × Id− B˜0
)−1∑
i6=k
B˜iY˜k−i
∣∣∣∣∣∣ < Ck1 .
Using the dominated convergence theorem, and the second assumption of the lemma, we obtain the
result. 
4.2. Confluence of a “discrete” q-Borel-Laplace summation. The goal of the subsection is to state
our main result, Theorem 4.5. See §5, §6 for the proof. We begin with a definition.
Definition 4.3. Let d ∈ R and let k ∈ Q>0. Let f be a function such that there exists ε > 0, such that
for q close to 1, z 7→ f(z, q) ∈ A(d− ε, d+ ε). We say that f belongs to H
d
k, if for q close to 1, z 7→ f(z, q)
admits an analytic continuation defined on S(d− ε, d+ ε), that we will still call f , such that there exist
constants J, L > 0, that do not depend upon q, such that for all z ∈ R>0:∣∣f (eidz, q)∣∣ < Jeq (Lzk) .
Let us consider z 7→ hˆ(z, q) ∈ C[[z]], that converges coefficientwise to h˜(z) ∈ C[[z]] when q → 1. We
make the following assumptions:
(A1) There exist
z 7→ b0(z, q), . . . , bm(z, q) ∈ C[z],
with z-coefficients that converge as q goes to 1, such that for all q close to 1, hˆ(z, q) is solution of:
(4.2) bm(z, q)δ
m
q (y(z, q)) + · · ·+ b0(z, q)y(z, q) = 0.
Let b˜0(z), . . . , b˜m(z) ∈ C[z], be the limit as q tends to 1 of the b0(z, q), . . . , bm(z, q).
(A2) For q close to 1, the slopes of (4.2) are independent of q, and the set of slopes of (4.2) that are
positive coincides with the set of slopes of
(4.3) b˜m(z)δ
m (y˜(z)) + · · ·+ b˜0(z)y˜(z) = 0.
Notice that the series h˜(z) is solution of (4.3).
(A3) There exists c1 > 0, such that for all i ≤ m and q close to 1:∣∣∣bi(z, q)− b˜i(z)∣∣∣ < (q − 1)c1 (∣∣∣˜bi(z)∣∣∣+ 1) .
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Remark 4.4. (1) Conversely, given equations like (4.2) and (4.3) that satisfies the assumptions (A2) and
(A3), we would like to know if there exists z 7→ hˆ(z, q) ∈ C[[z]], solution of (4.2), which converges
coefficientwise to h˜(z) ∈ C[[z]], solution of (4.3). The answer is in general no, but Lemma 4.1 gives a
sufficient condition.
(2) If for q close to 1, the only slope of (4.3) is 0 then, z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜(z) ∈ C{z} and we set for
all d ∈ R, S
[d]
q
(
hˆ
)
:= hˆ. Remember that we have set in §1, S˜d
(
h˜
)
:= h˜. In this particular case,
applying Lemma 4.2, we obtain that
lim
q→1
S[d]q
(
hˆ
)
= S˜d
(
h˜
)
,
uniformly on a closed disk centered at 0.
From now, we are going to assume that (4.3) has at least one slope strictly bigger than 0.
Let d0 := max
(
2, deg b˜0, . . . ,deg b˜m
)
. Let k1 < · · · < kr−1 be the slopes of (4.3) different from 0, let kr
be an integer strictly bigger than kr−1 and d0, and set kr+1 := +∞. Let (κ1, . . . , κr) defined as:
κ−1i := k
−1
i − k
−1
i+1.
As in Proposition 1.5, we define the (κ˜1, . . . , κ˜s) as follows: we take (κ1, . . . , κr) and for i = 1, . . . , i = r,
replace successively κi by αi terms αiκi, where αi is the smallest integer such that αiκi is greater or
equal than d0. See Example 1.4. Therefore, by construction, each of the κ˜i is a rational number greater
than d0 and κ˜s ∈ N
∗.
Let β ∈ N∗ be minimal, such that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, β/κ˜i ∈ N
∗. Let us write hˆ(z, q) =:
∞∑
n=0
hˆn(q)z
n
and, for l ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, let hˆ(l)(z, q) :=
∞∑
n=0
hˆl+nβ(q)z
nβ.
The main result of the paper is the following. See §1, §3 for the notations, and §5, §6 for the proof.
See also Theorem A.4 in the appendix for a similar result with a “continuous” q-Laplace transformation.
We recall that the series hˆ, h˜ satisfies the assumptions (A1) to (A3).
Theorem 4.5. There exists Σ
h˜
⊂ R finite modulo 2piZ, that contains the set of singular direc-
tions defined in Proposition 1.5, such that if d ∈ R \ Σ
h˜
and l ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, then the se-
ries g1,l := Bˆq,κ˜1 ◦ · · · ◦ Bˆq,κ˜s
(
hˆ(l)
)
converges and belongs to H
d
κ˜1 .
Moreover, for j = 2 (resp. j = 3, . . . , resp. j = s), gj,l := L
[d]
q,κ˜j−1
(gj−1,l) belongs to H
d
κ˜j .
Let S
[d]
q
(
hˆ(l)
)
:= L
[d]
q,κ˜s
(gr,l). The function
S[d]q
(
hˆ
)
:=
β−1∑
l=0
zlS[d]q
(
hˆ(l)
)
∈ A
(
d−
pi
kr
, d+
pi
kr
)
is solution of (4.2). Furthermore, we have
lim
q→1
S[d]q
(
hˆ
)
= S˜d
(
h˜
)
,
uniformly on the compacts of S
(
d− pi2kr , d+
pi
2kr
)
\
⋃
R≥1αi, where αi are the roots of b˜m ∈ C[z],
and S˜d
(
h˜
)
is the asymptotic solution of (4.3) that has been defined in Proposition 1.5.
Remark 4.6. After some arrangements, we could probably state and show a similar result for q not real.
As [Sau00], we should make q goes to 1 following a q-spiral of the form
{
qλ0 , λ ∈ R>0
}
, for some q0 ∈ C
fixed with modulus strictly bigger than 1. The problem here, is that we would obtain at the limit, a
solution of the differential equation that is not classic, since at the limit, we would obtain integrals of the
form
∫
qR0e
id
z−kf(ζ)e−(
ζ
z )
k
dζk, instead of Laplace transformations. In order to interpret the limit as the
classical Borel-Laplace summation, we have to consider q real.
Remark 4.7. A confluence result of this nature can also be found in [DVZ09], Theorem 2.6. We are
going now to state [DVZ09], Corollary 2.9, which is the particular case where the coefficients of the
family of linear q-difference equations do not depend upon q. Let p = 1/q and let δp :=
σ−1q −Id
p−1 , which
converges formally to δ when p→ 1. Let z 7→ hˆ(z, q) ∈ C{z} that converges coefficientwise to h˜(z) ∈ C[[z]]
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when p→ 1. Assume the existence of b0, . . . , bm ∈ C[z], such that for all p close to 1, we have
bm(z)δ
m
p hˆ(z, q) + · · ·+ b0(z)hˆ(z, q) = 0
bm(z)δ
mh˜(z) + · · ·+ b0(z)h˜(z) = 0.
Moreover, assume that the series Bˆ1
(
h˜
)
belongs to C{z} and is solution of a linear differential equation
which is Fuchsian at 0 and infinity and has non resonant exponents at ∞.
Let Σ˜
h˜
⊂ R be the set of singular directions that has been defined in Proposition 1.5. The authors of
[DVZ09] conclude that for all d /∈ Σ˜
h˜
, the series Bˆ1
(
h˜
)
belongs to H˜d1, and
lim
p→1
hˆ(z, q) = S˜d
(
h˜
)
(z),
uniformly on the compacts of S
(
d− pi2 , d+
pi
2
)
, where S˜d
(
h˜
)
is the asymptotic solution of the linear
differential equation that has been defined in Proposition 1.5. Notice that Theorem 4.5 and this theorem
have not the same setting, since we consider δq-equations and not δp-equations. In particular, in our
case z 7→ hˆ(z, q) might be divergent and we have to replace hˆ by S
[d]
q
(
hˆ
)
in order to have the convergence.
5. Lemmas on meromorphic solutions.
The goal of this section is to prove lemmas on meromorphic solutions that will be used in the proof of
Theorem 4.5 in §6. See §4 for the notations. If D(z) ∈ GLm
(
C(z)
)
, we define Sq(D(z)) as the union of
the qN
∗
xi, where the xi are the poles of D(z) or D(z)
−1.
Lemma 5.1. Let a < b. Let us consider σqM(z) = D(z)M(z) with D(z) ∈ GLm
(
C(z)
)
and M(z) is s
solution in
(
A(a, b)
)m
. Then, the entries of M(z) are meromorphic on S(a, b), with poles contained in
Sq(D(z)).
Proof. Let z ∈ C∗ \ Sq(D(z)). We use the fact that M(qz) = D(z)M(z) to deduce that if the entries
of M are analytic on a domain U , then there are analytic on the domain qU := {qz, z ∈ U}. We use the
existence of ε > 0, such that the entries of M(z) are analytic for all |z| < ε and z ∈ S(a, b), to obtain
that the entries of M(z) are meromorphic on S(a, b), with poles contained in Sq(D(z)). 
If D˜(z) ∈ Mm
(
C(z)
)
, we define S1
(
D˜(z)
)
as the union of the R≥1xi, where the xi are the poles
of D˜(z). We define also R>0[z] as the set of polynomials with coefficients that are strictly positive real
numbers. We recall that if A and B are matrices with coefficients in C and R ∈ R>0, we say that |A| < |B|
(resp. |A| < R) if every entry of A has modulus bounded by the modulus of the corresponding entry of B
(resp. by R).
Proposition 5.2. Let a < b, z 7→ Id + (q − 1)D(z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C(z)
)
, D˜(z) ∈Mm
(
C(z)
)
and let C be a
convex set with non empty interior contained in S(a, b) \ S1
(
D˜(z)
)
such that 0 does not belong to its
closure. Let us consider z 7→M (z, q) , M˜ (z), 1×m matrices with entries continuous on C and analytic
in the interior of C, solutions of 
δqM(z, q) = D(z, q)M(z, q)
δM˜(z) = D˜(z)M˜(z).
We assume that:
(i) There exists c1 > 0, such that for all q close to 1 and for all z ∈ C,∣∣∣D(z, q)− D˜(z)∣∣∣ < (q − 1)c1 (∣∣∣D˜(z)∣∣∣+ |1m|) ,
where 1m denotes the square matrix of size m with 1 entries everywhere. Notice that this condition
implies that for q close to 1, the entries of D(z, q) have no poles in C.
(ii) There exists w0 ∈ C, such that for all q close to 1, M (w0, q) = M˜ (w0). Moreover, we
have lim
q→1
M(w, q) = M˜ (w) uniformly on a compact K contained in C.
(iii) There exists R ∈ C[z], such that for all z ∈ C,
∣∣∣M˜ (z)∣∣∣ < |R (z)|.
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Let κ be the maximum of the degrees of the numerators and the denominators of the entries of D˜(z),
written as the quotient of two coprime polynomials. Let S ∈ R>0[z] be a polynomial of degree κ, such
that for all z ∈ C, S(|z|) >
∣∣∣D˜(z)∣∣∣+ |1m|. Under those assumptions, there exist
• δ(q) > 0 that converges to 1 as q → 1,
• ε(q) > 0 that converges to 0 as q → 1,
• S0 ∈ R>0[z] which has degree κ and satisfies S0(|z|) > S(|z|) for all z ∈ C,
such that for all z ∈ C ∩ R≥1K :=
{
xw ∈ C
∣∣∣x ∈ [1,∞[, w ∈ K}, we have∣∣∣M(z, q)− M˜(z)∣∣∣ < (q − 1)δ(q)eqκ(S0 (|z|))+ ε(q) |R(z)| .
In particular,
lim
q→1
M (z, q) = M˜ (z) ,
uniformly on the compacts of C ∩R≥1K.
Remark 5.3. The polynomial S0 does not depend upon w and q.
Before proving the proposition, we need to prove a technical lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let z 7→ Id + (q − 1)D(z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C(z)
)
, D˜(z) ∈ Mm
(
C(z)
)
that satisfies assump-
tion (i) of Proposition 5.2. Let C be the corresponding convex set and let K be the corresponding compact
set defined in Proposition 5.2. Let
(
z 7→Mw (z, q)
)
w∈K
,
(
M˜w(z)
)
w∈K
, be a family of 1 × m matrices
with entries continuous on C and analytic in the interior of C, solutions of
δqMw(z, q) = D(z, q)Mw(z, q)
δM˜w(z) = D˜(z)M˜w(z).
We assume that the matrices
(
Mw(z, q)
)
w∈K
,
(
M˜w(z)
)
w∈K
satisfy:
(a) For all q close to 1, for all w ∈ K, Mw (w, q) = M˜w (w).
(b) There exists R ∈ C[z], such that for all z ∈ C, for all w ∈ K:∣∣∣M˜w (z)∣∣∣ < |R (z)| .
Under those assumptions, there exists a polynomial S0 that satisfies the same properties than the one in
Proposition 5.2, such that for all w ∈ K, for all q close to 1, for all N ∈ N with qNw ∈ C:
(5.1)
∣∣∣∣∣Mw
(
qNw, q
)
− M˜w
(
qNw
)
q − 1
∣∣∣∣∣ < eqκ(S0 (∣∣qNw∣∣) ).
Proof of Lemma 5.4. For the reader’s convenience, we will decompose the proof in four steps.
Step 1: Find another expression of M˜w(q
nw)−Mw(q
nw,q)
q−1 .
Let f be a function continuous on C, that is analytic in the interior of C, and let z0, z1 ∈ C. The
generalized mean value theorem (see §1.4 of [KM97]) says that there exists c ∈ C that belongs to the
convex hull of {
f ′
(
z0 + x(z1 − z0)
)∣∣∣x ∈ [0, 1]},
such that:
f(z1)− f(z0)
z1 − z0
= c.
For all q > 1, w ∈ K,n ∈ N with qnw ∈ C, let us define the Aw,q,n−1 as the convex hull of{
D˜
(
qn−1wx
)
M˜
(
qn−1wx
)
qn−1wx
∣∣∣∣∣ x ∈ [1, q]
}
.
Because of the generalized mean value theorem, for all n ∈ N, for all q > 1, for all w ∈ K, with qnw ∈ C,
there exists D˜w,q,n−1 that belongs to Aw,q,n−1, such that:
M˜w (q
nw) − M˜w
(
qn−1w
)
qn−1w(q − 1)
= D˜w,q,n−1.
The linear δq-equation satisfied by Mw(z, q) gives that for all n ∈ N, for all q > 1, for all w ∈ K,
with qnw ∈ C:
Mw (q
nw, q) −Mw
(
qn−1w, q
)
q − 1
= D
(
qn−1w, q
)
Mw
(
qn−1w, q
)
.
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In particular, we have
(5.2)
M˜w(q
nw)−Mw(q
nw,q)
q−1 =
M˜w(qn−1w)−Mw(qn−1w,q)
q−1
+ qn−1wD˜w,q,n−1 −D
(
qn−1w, q
)
Mw
(
qn−1w, q
)
.
Step 2: Bound the expression of M˜w(q
nw)−Mw(q
nw,q)
q−1 .
Let q0 > 1 sufficiently close to 1. Let us prove the existence of R1, R2 ∈ C[z], such that for all n ∈ N, q ∈
]1, q0[, w ∈ K, with q
nw ∈ C,
(5.3)
∣∣∣∣ M˜w(qnw)−Mw(qnw,q)q−1 ∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣ M˜w(qn−1w)−Mw(qn−1w,q)q−1 ∣∣∣∣ + (q − 1)( |R1 (qnw)|+ |R2 (qnw)|)
+
∣∣∣∣ M˜w(qn−1w)−Mw(qn−1w,q)q−1 ∣∣∣∣ × (q − 1)(1 + (q − 1)c1)mS (|qnw|) ,
where S, c1 > 0 are given by Proposition 5.2. Using the triangular inequality and (5.2), it is sufficient to
prove the existence of R1, R2 ∈ C[z], such that for all n ∈ N, q ∈]1, q0[, w ∈ K, with q
nw ∈ C,
(5.4)
∣∣∣qn−1wD˜w,q,n−1 −D (qn−1w, q)Mw (qn−1w, q)∣∣∣
≤ (q − 1)
(
|R1 (q
nw)|+ |R2 (q
nw)|
)
+
∣∣∣∣M˜w(qn−1w)−Mw(qn−1w,q)q−1 ∣∣∣∣× (q − 1)(1 + (q − 1)c1)mS (|qnw|) .
We have for all n ∈ N, q ∈]1, q0[, w ∈ K, with q
nw ∈ C,∣∣∣qn−1wD˜w,q,n−1 − D (qn−1w, q)Mw (qn−1w, q)∣∣
≤
∣∣∣qn−1wD˜w,q,n−1 − D˜ (qn−1w) M˜w (qn−1w)∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣D˜ (qn−1w) M˜w (qn−1w) − D (qn−1w, q) M˜w (qn−1w)∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣D (qn−1w, q) M˜w (qn−1w) −D (qn−1w, q)Mw (qn−1w, q) ∣∣∣ .
Let
τ1 :=
∣∣∣qn−1wD˜w,q,n−1 − D˜ (qn−1w) M˜w (qn−1w)∣∣∣ ,
τ2 :=
∣∣∣D˜ (qn−1w) M˜w (qn−1w) − D (qn−1w, q) M˜w (qn−1w)∣∣∣ ,
τ3 :=
∣∣∣D (qn−1w, q) M˜w (qn−1w) −D (qn−1w, q)Mw (qn−1w, q) ∣∣∣.
Let us bound τ1. The entries of q
n−1wD˜w,q,n−1 and D˜
(
qn−1w
)
M˜w
(
qn−1w
)
belong to the convex hull
of
{
D˜(qn−1wx)M˜(qn−1wx)
x
∣∣∣∣x ∈ [1, q]}. The entries of the elements of this set of matrices are bounded by a
polynomial, because of the assumption (b) and the fact that the entries of D˜ are bounded by polynomials.
This provides R1 ∈ C[z], such that for all q ∈]1, q0[, for all n ∈ N, for all w ∈ K, with q
nw ∈ C:
τ1 =
∣∣∣qn−1wD˜w,q,n−1 − D˜ (qn−1w) M˜w (qn−1w)∣∣∣ < (q − 1) |R1 (qnw)| .
Let us bound τ2. Due to the assumptions (i) and (b), there exists R2 ∈ C[z] such that for all q ∈]1, q0[,
for all n ∈ N, for all w ∈ K, with qnw ∈ C:
τ2 =
∣∣∣(D˜ (qnw) −D (qnw, q)) M˜w (qnw)∣∣∣ < (q − 1) |R2 (qnw)| .
Let us bound the quantity τ3. By assumption (i) and the fact that for all z ∈ C,
∣∣∣D˜(z)∣∣∣+ |1m| < S (|z|),
we obtain that for all q ∈]1, q0[, n ∈ N, w ∈ K, with q
n−1w ∈ C:
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τ3 =
∣∣∣D (qn−1w, q) (M˜w (qn−1w)−Mw (qn−1w, q))∣∣∣
≤
(∣∣∣D˜ (qn−1w)∣∣∣+ (q − 1)c1 (∣∣∣D˜ (qn−1w)∣∣∣+ |1m|)) ∣∣∣M˜w (qn−1w)−Mw (qn−1w, q)∣∣∣
≤ (1 + (q − 1)c1)mS
(∣∣qn−1w∣∣) ∣∣∣M˜w (qn−1w)−Mw (qn−1w, q)∣∣∣ .
Since the polynomial S has real positive coefficients, S
(∣∣qn−1w∣∣) ≤ S (|qnw|). In particular, for
all q ∈]1, q0[, n ∈ N, w ∈ K with q
n−1w ∈ C:
τ3 ≤ (q − 1)(1 + (q − 1)c1)mS (|q
nw|)
∣∣∣∣∣M˜w
(
qn−1w
)
−Mw
(
qn−1w, q
)
q − 1
∣∣∣∣∣ .
This concludes the proof of (5.4) and yields (5.3), because of the triangular inequality.
Step 3: Construction of S0.
We recall that κ ∈ N is the degree of S. Before constructing S0, we are going to prove that for all b > 0
sufficiently big, for all z ∈ C ∩ R≥1K and for all q close to 1
(5.5)
eqκ
(
b |z|
κ
)
+ (q − 1)
(
|R1(qz)|+ |R2(qz)|
)
+(q − 1)(1 + (q − 1)c1)mS(q|z|)eqκ
(
b |z|
κ
)
≤ eqκ
(
b |qz|
κ
)
.
Using the q-difference equation satisfied by the q-exponential, we find that this inequality is equivalent
to:
1 + (q − 1) |R1(qz)|+|R2(qz)|
eqκ
(
b|z|κ
) + (q − 1)(1 + (q − 1)c1)mS(q|z|) ≤ eqκ
(
b|qz|κ
)
eqκ
(
b|z|κ
)
= 1+ (qκ − 1)b |z|κ .
This inequality is equivalent to the following:
|R1(qz)|+ |R2(qz)|
eqκ
(
b |z|
κ
) + (1 + (q − 1)c1)mS(q|z|) ≤ b[κ]q |z|κ .
Since R1, R2 are polynomials, for all b > 0 sufficiently big, for all q ∈]1, q0[ and for all z ∈ C ∩ R≥1K,
this latter inequality is true. This proves (5.5).
We recall that by assumption, 0 does not belong to the closure of C. Using (5.5), we obtain the
existence of a polynomial S0 ∈ R>0[z] of degree κ, such that for all z ∈ C, S0(|z|) > S(|z|), and such that
for all z ∈ C ∩ R≥1K, for all q close to 1
(5.6)
eqκ
(
S0(|z|)
)
+ (q − 1)
(
|R1(qz)|+ |R2(qz)|
)
+
(q − 1)(1 + (q − 1)c1)mS(q|z|)eqκ
(
S0(|z|)
)
≤ eqκ
(
S0(q|z|)
)
.
Step 4 : Conclusion.
We are going now to prove (5.1) with the polynomial S0 we have defined in Step 3. We will proceed by
an induction on n. The step n = 0 is true because of the assumption (a).
Induction hypothesis: let us fix n ∈ N, and assume that if q ∈]1, q0[, w ∈ K, with q
n+1w ∈ C,∣∣∣∣∣M˜w (qnw)−Mw (qnw, q)q − 1
∣∣∣∣∣ < eqκ(S0 (|qnw|)).
From (5.3), we obtain that∣∣∣∣ M˜w(qn+1w)−Mw(qn+1w,q)q−1 ∣∣∣∣ ≤ eqκ(S0 (|qnw|))+ (q − 1)( ∣∣R1 (qn+1w)∣∣+ ∣∣R2 (qn+1w)∣∣ )
+ eqκ
(
S0 (|q
nw|)
)
× (q − 1)(1 + (q − 1)c1)mS
(∣∣qn+1w∣∣) .
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Using additionally (5.6), we find that∣∣∣∣∣M˜w
(
qn+1w
)
−Mw
(
qn+1w, q
)
q − 1
∣∣∣∣∣ < eqκ(S0 (∣∣qn+1w∣∣) ).
This concludes the proof of (5.1). 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let K be the compact considered in hypothesis (ii), with w0 ∈ K ⊂ C, so that
we have
lim
q→1
(
M(w, q)
)
=
(
M˜(w)
)
,
uniformly on K. Let N(w, q) be the matrix, such that N(w, q) has entries that are equal to the entrywise
division of M˜(w) by M(w, q). Due to the uniform convergence on K (assumption (ii)), the entries
of N(w, q) converge uniformly on K to 1, as q goes to 1. We are going to apply Lemma 5.4, with
(5.7)
(
Mw(z, q)
)
w∈K
:=
(
M(z, q)×h N(w, q)
)
w∈K
, and
(
M˜w(z)
)
w∈K
:=
(
M˜(z)
)
w∈K
,
where ×h denotes the Hadamard product, that is (ai)×h (bi) := (aibi). If a, b, c ∈ C, we have:
|a− b| < |c|
−1
|a× c− b|+
∣∣c−1 − 1∣∣× |b| .
We are going to apply this inequality entrywise, to the entries ofM (qnw, q), M˜ (qnw) and N(w, q). Since
the entries of N(w, q) tend to 1, we find that there exists δ(q) > 0, (resp. ε(q) > 0) that converges to 1
(resp. converges to 0) as q goes to 1, such that for all w ∈ K and n ∈ N, with qnw ∈ C:∣∣∣M (qnw, q)− M˜ (qnw)∣∣∣ < δ(q) ∣∣∣M (qnw, q)×t N(w, q) − M˜ (qnw)∣∣∣+ ε(q) ∣∣∣M˜(qnw)∣∣∣ .
Using the assumption (iii), there exists R ∈ C[z], such that for all z ∈ C ∩ R≥1K,
∣∣∣M˜(z)∣∣∣ < |R(z)|.
Lemma 5.4 applied to (5.7), gives the existence of a polynomial S0, that does not depend upon w, such
that for all q close to 1, for all w ∈ K, for all n ∈ N, with qnw ∈ C, we obtain:∣∣∣M (qnw, q)− M˜ (qnw)∣∣∣ < (q − 1)δ(q)eqκ(S0 (|qnw|))+ ε(q) |R (qnw)| .
In other words, for q close to 1 and for all z ∈ C ∩ R≥1K, we have∣∣∣M(z, q)− M˜(z)∣∣∣ < (q − 1)δ(q)eqκ(S0 (|z|))+ ε(q) |R(z)| .
The uniform convergence follows immediately. 
6. Proof of Theorem 4.5.
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 4.5. In §6.1, we treat the confluence of the “discrete” q-
Laplace transformation. In §6.2 we prove Theorem 4.5 in a particular case. In §6.3, we prove Theorem 4.5
in the general case.
6.1. Confluence of the “discrete” q-Laplace transformation.
Lemma 6.1. Let a ∈ C and k ∈ Q. Then, for any q > 1 and z ∈ C∗, the following inequality is true∣∣eq (azk)∣∣ ≤ exp ∣∣azk∣∣. Moreover, we have
lim
q→1
eq
(
azk
)
= exp
(
azk
)
,
uniformly on the compacts of C∗.
Proof. The coefficients of the series of function defining eq
(
azk
)
depend upon the parameter q. By
construction, we have for all n ∈ N and all q > 1, n ≤ [n]q, and therefore n! ≤ [n]
!
q. Then, for all q > 1
and z ∈ C∗, we have the following inequalities:
∣∣eq (azk)∣∣ ≤ ∞∑
n=0
∣∣∣∣anznk[n]!q
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∞∑
n=0
∣∣∣∣anznkn!
∣∣∣∣ = exp ∣∣azk∣∣ .
The convergence is then a direct consequence of the dominated convergence theorem, since the series
defining eq
(
azk
)
is termwise dominated by the series defining exp
∣∣azk∣∣. 
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Let d ∈ R, let k ∈ Q>0 and let f be a function that belongs to H
d
k, see Definition 4.3,
g := ρ1/k(f), f˜ ∈ H˜
d
k, see Definition 1.1, and g˜ := ρ1/k
(
f˜
)
. For the reader’s convenience, we recall
the expressions of the Laplace transformations of order 1 and k that come from Definitions 1.1 and 3.3:
L
[d]
q,1(g)(z, q) = (1− q)e
id
∑
l∈Z
qlg
(
qleid, q
)
zeq
(
ql+1eid
z
) , Ld1 (g˜) (z) = ∫ ∞eid
0
g˜(ζ)
z exp
(
ζ
z
)dζ,
L
[d]
q,k(f) = ρk ◦ L
[d]
q,1 ◦ ρ1/k(f), L
d
k
(
f˜
)
= ρk ◦ L
d
1 ◦ ρ1/k
(
f˜
)
.
Since f ∈ H
d
k, there exist ε > 0, constants J, L > 0, such that for all q close to 1, ζ 7→ f(ζ, q) is analytic
on S(d− ε, d+ ε), and for all ζ ∈ R>0:
(6.1)
∣∣f (eidζ, q)∣∣ < Jeq (Lζk) .
Lemma 6.2. In the notation introduced above, let us assume that we have lim
q→1
f := f˜ , uniformly on the
compacts of S(d− ε, d+ ε). Then, we have
lim
q→1
L
[d]
q,k
(
f
)
(z, q) = Ldk
(
f˜
)
(z),
uniformly on the compacts of
{
z ∈ S
(
d− pi2kpi , d+
pi
2kpi
) ∣∣∣|z| < 1/L}.
Proof. The expressions of the Laplace transformations of order k allow us to reduce to the case k = 1.
The variable change ζ 7→ ζe−id allows us to reduce to the case d = 0. Let us fix a an arbitrary compact
subset K of
{
z ∈ S
(
− pi2pi ,+
pi
2pi
) ∣∣∣|z| < 1/L}, and let us prove the uniform convergence on K.
The q-Laplace transformation can be seen as a Riemann sum with associated partition
(
ql
)
l∈Z
. More-
over, on every compact of ]0,∞[, the mesh of the partition tends to 0 as q goes to 1. Using the dominated
convergence theorem, it is sufficient to prove the existence of (hl) ∈ (R>0)
Z that satisfies
∑
l∈Z
hl < ∞,
such that for all q close to 1, l ∈ Z and z ∈ K,∣∣∣∣∣(q − 1)qlf
(
ql, q
)
zeq (ql+1/z)
∣∣∣∣∣ < hl.
By definition of the q-Laplace transformation and (6.1), we have for all z ∈ K,∣∣∣L[d]q,k(f)(z, q)∣∣∣ ≤ (q − 1)∑
l∈Z
∣∣∣∣∣qlJz eq
(
Lql
)
eq (ql+1/z)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
For all l ∈ Z, z ∈ K, q > 1, we have:
(6.2)
∣∣∣∣∣ql+1Jz eq
(
Lql+1
)
eq (ql+2/z)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣q 1 + (q − 1)Lql1 + (q − 1)ql+1/z
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣qlJz eq
(
Lql
)
eq (ql+1/z)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Let R ∈ R>0, M1 < 1, q0 > 1, such that for all x ≥ R, for all z ∈ K, and for all q ∈]1, q0[,
(6.3)
∣∣∣∣q 1 + (q − 1)Lx1 + (q − 1)qx/z
∣∣∣∣ < M1.
Let q 7→ l0(q) ∈ Z be the smallest integer that satisfies
ql0(q) ≥ R.
We will break the series into two parts, and start by treating the convergence
of (q − 1)
∞∑
l=l0(q)
ql
z
f
(
ql, q
)
eq (ql+1/z)
to
∫ ∞
R
z−1f˜(ζ)e−
ζ
z dζ. Because of (6.2) and (6.3), for all q ∈]1, q0[, l ≥ l0(q)
and z ∈ K, we have ∣∣∣∣∣ql+1Jz eq
(
Lql+1
)
eq (ql+2/z)
∣∣∣∣∣ < M1
∣∣∣∣∣qlJz eq
(
Lql
)
eq (ql+1/z)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
By iteration, we find that
(q − 1)
∞∑
l=l0(q)
∣∣∣∣∣qlJz eq
(
Lql
)
eq (ql+1/z)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (q − 1)
∞∑
l=0
∣∣∣∣∣ql0(q)Jz eq
(
Lql0(q)
)
eq
(
ql0(q)+1/z
)∣∣∣∣∣ (M1)l
Using Lemma 6.1, we obtain that |eq(z)| can be bounded for (z, q) ∈ K0×]1, q0[, where K0 is an arbitrary
compact of C. Moreover, the fact that eq(z) vanishes only on
qN
∗
1−q , implies that
1
|eq(z)|
can also be
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bounded for (z, q) ∈ K1×]1, q0[, where K1 is an arbitrary compact of C \R<0. In particular, we find that
for all R0 ∈ R>0
(6.4) sup
x∈[1,R0],
q∈]1,q0[,
z∈K
∣∣∣∣ eq(Lx)eq(qx/z)
∣∣∣∣ <∞.
Then, we obtain that for all q ∈]1, q0[ and for all l ≥ l0(q),
(q − 1)
∞∑
l=0
∣∣∣∣∣ql0(q)Jz eq
(
Lql0(q)
)
eq
(
ql0(q)+1/z
)∣∣∣∣∣ (M1)l ≤ supx∈[1,q0],
q∈]1,q0[,
z∈K
∣∣∣∣(q − 1)RxJz eq(LRx)eq(qRx/z)
∣∣∣∣ ∞∑
l=0
(
M1
)l
=
M2
1−M1
,
where M2 := sup
x∈[1,q0],
q∈]1,q0[,
z∈K
∣∣∣∣(q − 1)RxJz eq(LRx)eq(qRx/z)
∣∣∣∣ is a real positive constant. Hence, we have
(q − 1)
∞∑
l=l0(q)
∣∣∣∣∣ qlf
(
ql, q
)
zeq (ql+1/z)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ M21−M1 <∞,
and the dominated convergence theorem gives
(6.5) lim
q→1
(q − 1)
∞∑
l=l0(q)
ql
z
f
(
ql, q
)
eq (ql+1/z)
=
∫ ∞
R
z−1f˜(ζ)e−
ζ
z dζ,
uniformly on K.
Let us now treat (q − 1)
l0(q)−1∑
l=−∞
ql
z
f
(
ql, q
)
eq (ql+1/z)
. Because of (6.4), we may define
M3 := sup
x∈[0,R],
q∈]1,q0[,
z∈K
∣∣∣∣Jz eq(Lx)eq(qx/z)
∣∣∣∣ <∞.
Therefore, for all q close to 1 and for all z ∈ K, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣(q − 1)
l0(q)−1∑
l=−∞
ql
z
f
(
ql, q
)
eq (ql+1/z)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (q − 1)
l0(q)−1∑
l=−∞
qlM3 ≤
(q − 1)RM3
1− 1/q
≤ qRM3.
Consequently, due to the dominated convergence theorem, we have
lim
q→1
(q − 1)
l0(q)−1∑
l=−∞
ql
z
f
(
ql, q
)
eq (ql+1/z)
=
∫ R
0
z−1f˜(ζ)e−
ζ
z dζ,
uniformly on K. This limit combined with (6.5) yields the result. 
6.2. Proof of Theorem 4.5 in a particular case. In this subsection, we are going to prove Theorem 4.5
in a particular case. Let us start by recalling some notations. See §1 to §4 for rest of the notations. We
consider (4.3), that admits h˜ ∈ C[[z]] as solution and b˜0, . . . , b˜m as coefficients. In other words, we have
b˜m(z)δ
m
(
h˜(z)
)
+ · · ·+ b˜0(z)h˜(z) = 0.
Let d0 := max
(
2, deg
(
b˜0
)
, . . . ,deg
(
b˜m
))
. Let k1 < · · · < kr−1 be the slopes of (4.3) different from 0,
let kr be an integer strictly bigger than kr−1 and d0, and set kr+1 := +∞. Let (κ1, . . . , κr) defined as:
κ−1i := k
−1
i − k
−1
i+1.
We define the (κ˜1, . . . , κ˜s) as follows: We take (κ1, . . . , κr) and for i = 1, ..., r, replace successively κi
by αi terms αiκi, where αi is the smallest integer such that αiκi is greater or equal than d0 ≥ 2. See
Example 1.4. Let β ∈ N∗ be minimal, such that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, β/κ˜i ∈ N
∗.
In this subsection 6.2, we are going to assume that z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜(z) ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
. Ramification in
§6.3 will allow us to reduce to the case tackled in the present subsection. Note that in this case, we
have hˆ = hˆ(0). For the reader’s convenience, we will decompose the proof of Theorem 4.5 in four steps.
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Step 1: Construction of Σ
h˜
.
Let us consider a general formal power series fˆ ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
(resp. f˜ ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
) that satisfy a linear δq-
equation (resp. δ-equation) of order m0 with coefficients in C
[
zβ
]
. Then, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, ρ
1/κ˜i
(
fˆ
)
(resp. ρ
1/κ˜i
(
f˜
)
) satisfies a linear δq-equation (resp. δ-equation) with coefficients in C[z]. Therefore,
Propositions 1.2 and 3.4, combined with the definition of the Borel transformations (see Definitions 1.1
and 3.1) imply that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, Bˆ
q,κ˜i
(
fˆ
)
(resp. Bˆ
κ˜i
(
f˜
)
) satisfies a linear δq-equation (resp. δ-
equation) of order independent of q (resp. of the same order than the δq-equation satisfied by Bˆq,κ˜i
(
fˆ
)
)
with coefficients in C
[
zβ
]
.
In particular, for j ∈ {1, . . . , s}, Bˆ
κ˜j
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
κ˜s
(
h˜
)
satisfies a linear δ-equation that we will see as
a system. We define Σ
h˜
as the union of Σ˜
h˜
, the set of its singular direction that has been defined in
Proposition 1.5, and the argument of the poles of the differential system satisfied by the successive Borel
transformations. The set Σ
h˜
⊂ R is finite modulo 2piZ.
Step 2: Local convergence of the q-Borel transformations.
From what is preceding, Bˆ
q,κ˜1
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
q,κ˜s
(
hˆ
)
(resp. Bˆ
κ˜1
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
κ˜s
(
h˜
)
) satisfies a lin-
ear δq-equation of order m1 ∈ N, that we will see as a system δqY (ζ, q) = E(ζ, q)Y (ζ, q)
with ζ 7→ Id + (q − 1)E(ζ, q) ∈ GLm1
(
C
(
ζβ
) )
(resp. a linear δ-equation of order m1 we will see as
a system δY˜ (ζ) = E˜(ζ)Y˜ (ζ) with E˜(ζ) ∈ Mm1
(
C
(
ζβ
) )
).
Because of Proposition 1.5, Bˆ
κ˜1
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
κ˜s
(
h˜
)
is convergent. Let us prove
that ζ 7→ Bˆ
q,κ˜1
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
q,κ˜s
(
hˆ
)
∈ C
{
ζβ
}
. Due to (A2), the slopes of the σq-equation satisfied
by hˆ are independent of q, and the smallest positive slope is k1. As we can see in [Ram92], Theorem 4.8,
(see also [Béz92]), there exist C1(q), C2(q) > 0, such that for all l ∈ N, for all q > 1∣∣∣hˆl(q)∣∣∣ < C1(q)C2(q)l([l]!q)1/k1 ,
where hˆ(z, q) =
∑
hˆl(q)z
l. By construction of the κ˜i, we have
s∑
i=1
κ˜i
−1 =
r∑
i=1
κ−1i = k
−1
1 . Since for
all l, k ∈ N∗, and for all q > 1,
(
[kl]!q
)1/k
≤ [l]!q, we find that for all l ∈ N, for all q > 1,∣∣∣hˆl(q)∣∣∣ < C1(q)C2(q)l s∏
i=1
[l/κ˜i]
!
q.
Hence, we obtain that ζ 7→ Bˆ
q,κ˜1
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
q,κ˜s
(
hˆ
)
∈ C
{
ζβ
}
. Applying Lemma 4.2, we find
(6.6) lim
q→1
Bˆ
q,κ˜1
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
q,κ˜s
(
hˆ
)
= Bˆ
κ˜1
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
κ˜s
(
h˜
)
,
uniformly on a closed disk centered at 0.
Step 3: Local convergence of the q-Borel-Laplace summation.
Let d ∈ R \ Σ
h˜
. The variable change ζ 7→ ζe−id allows us to reduce to the case d = 0. By construction
of Σ
h˜
, E˜(ζ) has no poles for ζ ∈ S(−ε,+ε). Because of the assumption (A3), Propositions 3.4 and 1.2,
we deduce that E(ζ, q) has no poles for ζ ∈ S(−ε, ε) and for q close to 1. Because of Lemma 5.1, the
series z 7→ Bˆ
q,κ˜1
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
q,κ˜s
(
hˆ
)
(z, q) admits, for q close to 1, an analytic continuation f1(ζ, q) defined
on S(−ε, ε). We want now to prove that f1(ζ, q) converges to f˜1(ζ) on a convenient domain.
Due to Proposition 1.5, there exists B1 > 0 such that the functions
f˜1(ζ)
exp
(
B1ζκ˜1
) , . . . , δm1−1f˜1(ζ)
exp
(
B1ζκ˜1
)
tend to 0 as ζ ∈ S(−ε, ε) tends to infinity. Using
δq
(
e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζ
κ˜1
)−1)
=
− [ κ˜1 ]q B1ζ
κ˜1
1 + (q − 1) [ κ˜1 ]q B1ζ
κ˜1
eq
(
B1ζ
κ˜1
)−1
,
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we obtain that
f1(ζ, q)
e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζκ˜1
) (resp. f˜1(ζ) exp(−B1ζκ˜1)) satisfies a linear δq-equation of order m1 + 1
(resp. a linear δ-equation of order m1+1) with coefficients in C(z). Because of (6.6), there exists ζ0 > 0,
such that f1(ζ0, q) converges to f˜1(ζ0) as q goes to 1. Let
Y (ζ, q) :=

f1(ζ, q)
e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζκ˜1
)F0(q)
...
δm1q f1(ζ, q)
e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζκ˜1
)Fm1(q)

, Y˜B1(ζ) :=

f˜1(ζ)
exp
(
B1ζκ˜1
)
...
δm1 f˜1(ζ)
exp
(
B1ζκ˜1
)

,
where the Fi(q) ∈ C are defined by:
(6.7)
δiqf1(ζ, q)
e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζκ˜1
)Fi(q)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ζ=ζ0
=
δif˜1(ζ)
exp
(
B1ζκ˜1
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ζ=ζ0
.
From what is preceding, there exist ζ 7→ Id+(q−1)D(ζ, q) ∈ GLm1+1
(
C(ζ)
)
and D˜(ζ) ∈Mm1+1
(
C(ζ)
)
,
such that 
δqY (ζ, q) = D(ζ, q)Y (ζ, q)
δY˜ (ζ) = D˜(ζ)Y˜ (ζ).
Lemma 6.3. Let us consider C, a convex subset of S(−ε, ε), that contains
{
ζ ∈ S(−ε1, ε1)
∣∣∣|ζ| > ζ0/2},
for some ε1 ∈]0, ε[, such that 0 does not belong to its closure. Then, the systems
δqY (ζ, q) = D(ζ, q)Y (ζ, q)
δY˜ (ζ) = D˜(ζ)Y˜ (ζ),
satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 5.2, with K :=
{
ζ ∈ C˜
∣∣∣|ζ − ζ0| ≤ ε0} and ε0 > 0 is a real positive
constant sufficiently small.
Proof of the lemma. We are going to check separately the three assumptions of Proposition 5.2.
(i) Because of the assumption (A3), Propositions 3.4 and 1.2, we obtain the existence of c1 > 0, such
that for all ζ ∈ C, ∣∣∣E(ζ, q)− E˜(ζ)∣∣∣ < (q − 1)c1 (∣∣∣E˜(ζ)∣∣∣+ 1m1) .
With the q-difference equation satisfied by e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζ
κ˜1
)
, this implies that we have the existence of c2 > 0,
such that for q close to 1, for ζ ∈ C,∣∣∣D(ζ, q) − D˜(ζ)∣∣∣ < (q − 1)c2 (∣∣∣D˜(ζ)∣∣∣+ 1m1+1) .
(ii) Let i ∈ {0, . . . ,m1}. Due to (6.6) and Lemma 6.1, Fi(q) converges to 1 as q goes to 1. Then, we
have for all i ∈ {0, . . . ,m1}
lim
q→1
δiqf1(ζ, q)
e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζκ˜1
)Fi(q) = δif˜1(ζ)
exp
(
B1ζκ˜1
) ,
uniformly on a compact set with non empty interior containing ζ0. Let us choose ε0 > 0 small enough,
such that we have the uniform convergence on K :=
{
ζ ∈ C˜
∣∣∣|ζ − ζ0| ≤ ε0} and such that K is included
in C. Because of (6.7),
δiqf1(ζ, q)
e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζκ˜1
)Fi(q) and δif˜1(ζ)
exp
(
B1ζκ˜1
) are equal at ζ0.
(iii) From the choice of B1, we have the existence of R ∈ C[ζ], such that for ζ ∈ C, for
all i ∈ {0, . . . ,m1 − 1}: ∣∣∣δi (f˜1(ζ)) exp(−B1ζκ˜1)∣∣∣ < |R(ζ)|.

We need now the following elementary lemma.
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Lemma 6.4. For all z ∈ C, for all q > 1, we have eq2 (|z|)
2 ≤ eq (|(1 + q)z|).
Proof of the lemma. Let us remark that the two functions are equal at z = 0. The lemma is now a direct
consequence of the q-difference equation
σ2q
(
eq2 (|z|)
2
eq (|(1 + q)z|)
)
=
1 + 2(q2 − 1)|z|+ (q2 − 1)2|z|2
1 + (1 + q)(q2 − 1)|z|+ (q2 − 1)2q|z|2
eq2 (|z|)
2
eq (|(1 + q)z|)
,
since 1+2(q
2−1)|z|+(q2−1)2|z|2
1+(1+q)(q2−1)|z|+(q2−1)2q|z|2 ≤ 1. 
We finish now the proof of Theorem 4.5, in the particular case z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜(z) ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
. Let us
define d˜ (resp. e˜) as the maximum of the degrees of the numerators and the denominators of the entries
of D˜(ζ) (resp. E˜(ζ)), written as the quotient of two coprime polynomials. Using the differential equation
satisfied by exp
(
−B1ζ
κ˜1
)
, we find that d˜ ≤ max(e˜, κ˜1). Because of Remark 1.3, and the definition of d0
and κ˜1 (see the beginning of the subsection), e˜ ≤ d0 ≤ κ˜1. Hence d˜ ≤ κ˜1. Proposition 5.2 applied to the
systems 
δqY (ζ, q) = D(ζ, q)Y (ζ, q)
δY˜ (ζ) = D˜(ζ)Y˜ (ζ),
implies that there exist R,S0 ∈ C[z], δ(q), ε(q) that converge respectively to 1 and 0 as q → 1, such that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
f1(ζ, q)F0(q)
e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζκ˜1
) − f˜1(ζ)
exp
(
B1ζκ˜1
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ < (q − 1)δ(q)eqd˜
(
S0 (|ζ|)
)
+ ε(q) |R(ζ)| .
There exists a polynomial S1 with degree κ˜1, such that for |ζ| sufficiently big and for all q close to 1,∣∣∣e
qκ˜1
(
B1ζ
κ˜1
)
e
qd˜
(
S0 (|ζ|)
)∣∣∣ ≤ e
qκ˜1
(
|S1(ζ)|
)2
.
By construction, κ˜1 ≥ 2, (see the beginning of the subsection). Using Lemma 6.4, we obtain that for |ζ|
sufficiently big,
e
qκ˜1
(
|S1(ζ)|
)2
≤ eq2
(
|S1(ζ)|
)2
≤ eq
(
(1 + q) |S1(ζ)|
)
.
Since F0(q) converges to 1 and the fact that f˜1(ζ) exp
(
−B1ζ
κ˜1
)
is bounded by a polynomial, the trian-
gular inequality yields
f1 ∈ H
0
κ˜1 .
Moreover, due to Proposition 5.2, we have lim
q→1
f1 = f˜1, uniformly on the compacts
of C ∩ R≥1K :=
{
xw ∈ C
∣∣∣x ∈ [1,∞[, w ∈ K}. Hence, we find that there exists ε2 ∈]0, ε1[, such
that lim
q→1
f1 = f˜1, uniformly on the compacts of S(−ε2, ε2). We may now apply Lemma 6.2 to obtain the
existence of L0 > 0, such that we have
lim
q→1
L
[0]
q,κ˜1
(
f1
)
(ζ, q) = L0
κ˜1
(
f˜1
)
(ζ),
uniformly on the compacts of
{
ζ ∈ S
(
−
pi
2κ˜1
,+
pi
2κ˜1
) ∣∣∣|ζ| < L0}.
If s > 1, we apply for j = 2 (resp. j = 3, . . . , resp. j = s) the same reasoning with the analytic
continuation of
fj(ζ, q)e
qκ˜j
(
Bjζ
κ˜j
)−1
:= L
[0]
q,κ˜j−1
(
fj−1
)
e
qκ˜j
(
Bjζ
κ˜j
)−1
and
f˜j(ζ) exp
(
−Bjζ
κ˜j
)
:= L0κ˜j−1
(
f˜j−1
)
exp
(
−Bjζ
κ˜j
)
,
whereBj > 0 are chosen sufficiently large. We again use Propositions 1.2 and 3.4 to prove that they satisfy
linear δq and δ-equations with coefficients in C(ζ), which are the same as the linear δq and δ-equations
satisfied by Bˆ
q,κ˜j
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
q,κ˜s
(
hˆ
)
e
qκ˜j
(
Bjζ
κ˜j
)−1
and Bˆ
κ˜j
◦ · · · ◦ Bˆ
κ˜s
(
h˜
)
exp
(
−Bjζ
κ˜j
)
.
We have proved the existence of L1 > 0, such that we have
lim
q→1
S[0]q
(
hˆ
)
= S˜0
(
h˜
)
,
uniformly on the compacts of
{
z ∈ S
(
− pi2κr ,+
pi
2κr
) ∣∣∣|z| < L1}.
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Step 4: Global convergence of the q-Borel-Laplace summation.
To finish the proof in the particular case z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜(z) ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
, we have to prove that
lim
q→1
S[0]q
(
hˆ
)
= S˜0
(
h˜
)
,
uniformly on the compacts of S
(
− pi2kr ,+
pi
2kr
)
\
⋃
R≥1αi, where αi are the roots of b˜m ∈ C[z]. Let K0
be an arbitrary compact of S
(
− pi2kr ,+
pi
2kr
)
\
⋃
R≥1αi, and let us prove the uniform convergence on K0.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that K0 is convex and has non empty intersection with the
open disk of radius L1 (we recall that L1 was defined in the end of Step 3) centered at 0.
From Remark 3.5 (resp. Proposition 1.5), we deduce that S
[0]
q
(
hˆ
)
(resp. S˜0
(
h˜
)
) is solution of the
same linear δq-equation than hˆ (resp. the same linear δ-equation than h˜).
Let |z0| < L1 with z0 ∈ K0. We are going to use Proposition 5.2 with C = K0 and with the systems
δqY (z, q) = F (z, q)Y (z, q)
δY˜ (z) = F˜ (z)Y˜ (z),
where
Y (ζ, q) :=
(
δiqS
[0]
q
(
hˆ
)
Gi(q)
)
i∈{0,...,m−1}
, Y˜ (ζ) :=
(
δiS˜0
(
h˜
))
i∈{0,...,m−1}
,
z 7→ Id + (q − 1)F (z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C(z)
)
, F˜ (z) ∈ Mm
(
C(z)
)
,
and Gi(q) ∈ C are defined such that:
δiqS
[0]
q
(
hˆ
)
Gi(q)
∣∣∣
z=z0
= δiS˜0
(
h˜
)∣∣∣
z=z0
.
The assumption (i) of Proposition 5.2 is satisfied because of the assumption (A3), and the two others
are trivially satisfied, since K0 is bounded.
This yields lim
q→1
S
[0]
q
(
hˆ
)
= S˜0
(
h˜
)
uniformly on K0, and completes the proof in the particular
case z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜(z) ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
.
6.3. Proof of Theorem 4.5 in the general case. In this subsection, we are going to prove Theorem 4.5
in the general case. See §1 to §4 for the notations. We recall that for all l ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, we define
hˆ(l) ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
, so that hˆ =
β−1∑
l=0
zlhˆ(l). Let us set Σ
h˜
:=
β−1⋃
l=0
Σ
h˜(l)
(see Step 1 in §6.2). Let d ∈ R \ Σ
h˜
.
After considering z 7→ ze−id, we may assume that d = 0.
Looking at the term with z-degree congruent to j modulo β , for j = 0, . . . , j = β − 1, we find that
the equation satisfied by hˆ is equivalent to the following family of δq-linear equations:
0 =
∑
k,l
d0,k,l(z, q)δ
k
q hˆ
(l)(z, q)
...
0 =
∑
k,l
dβ−1,k,l(z, q)δ
k
q hˆ
(l)(z, q),
where z 7→ dj,k,l ∈ C
[
zβ
]
. Let l ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}. Following the equalities
zlhˆ(l)(z, q) =
β−1∑
j=0
hˆ
(
e2ipilj/βz, q
)
e2ipilj/ββ
, zlh˜(l)(z) =
β−1∑
j=0
h˜
(
e2ipilj/βz
)
e2ipilj/ββ
,
we obtain that for all l ∈ {0, . . . , β− 1}, hˆ(l)(z, q) (resp. h˜(l)) satisfies a linear q-difference (resp. differen-
tial) equation with coefficients in C
[
zβ
]
. Moreover, for all l ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, hˆ(l), converges coefficientwise
to h˜(l) and the equations they satisfy have coefficients that check the assumptions (A2) and (A3).
Because of the fact that 0 ∈ R \ Σ˜
h˜
, Proposition 1.5 implies that for all l ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, there
exists S˜0
(
h˜(l)
)
, asymptotic solution of the same linear δ-equation than h˜(l). These latter can be computed
with Laplace and Borel transformations.
Using the case z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜(z) ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
(see §6.2), we can compute for q close to 1,
and l ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, z 7→ S
[0]
q
(
hˆ(l)
)
∈ M(C∗, 0), solution of the same family of linear δq-equations
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than hˆ(l). Because of Remark 3.5, we find:
0 =
∑
k,l
d0,k,l(z, q)δ
k
qS
[0]
q
(
hˆ(l)
)
...
0 =
∑
k,l
dβ−1,k,l(z, q)δ
k
qS
[0]
q
(
hˆ(l)
)
.
Hence, we obtain that for q close to 1, S
[0]
q
(
hˆ
)
:=
β−1∑
l=0
zlS[0]q
(
hˆ(l)
)
satisfies the same linear δq-equation
than hˆ. We apply now the theorem in the case z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜(z) ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
previously treated, to prove
the existence of L2 > 0, such that we have
lim
q→1
S[0]q
(
hˆ
)
= S˜0
(
h˜
)
:=
β−1∑
l=0
zlS˜0
(
h˜(l)
)
,
uniformly on the compacts of
{
z ∈ S
(
− pi2κr ,+
pi
2κr
) ∣∣∣|z| < L2}. To conclude, we have to prove
lim
q→1
S[0]q
(
hˆ
)
= S˜0
(
h˜
)
,
uniformly on the compacts of S
(
− pi2kr ,+
pi
2kr
)
\
⋃
R≥1αi, where αi are the roots of b˜m ∈ C[z]. This is
the same reasoning than for the particular case z 7→ hˆ(z, q), h˜(z) ∈ C
[[
zβ
]]
(see Step 4 in §6.2). This
completes the proof of our main result, Theorem 4.5.
7. Basic hypergeometric series.
We refer the reader to [GR04] for more details about basic hypergeometric series. We recall
that p = 1/q. In this section, we will say that two functions are equal if their analytic continuations
coincide. Let r, s ∈ N, let a1, . . . , ar, b1, . . . , bs ∈ C \ q
N, with different images in C∗/qZ, and let us
consider the formal power series
rϕs
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, z
b1, . . . , bs
 := ∞∑
n=0
(a1; p)n . . . (ar; p)n
(p; p)n(b1; p)n . . . (bs; p)n
(
(−1)npn(n−1)/2
)1+s−r
zn,
where (a; p)n+1 := (1−ap
n)(a; p)n and (a; p)0 := 1, for a ∈ C. Assume now that r > s+1 and
r∏
i=1
ai 6= 0.
In this case, the formal power series is divergent. Let us put p := q−1/(r−s−1) and q := q1/(r−s−1).
Lemma 7.1. The series rϕs
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, z
b1, . . . , bs
 satisfies the linear σq-equation
(
(σq − 1)
s∏
i=1
(σq − biq) + z(−1)
s−rq1+sσ2+s−rq
r∏
i=1
(σq − ai)
)rϕs
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, z
b1, . . . , bs
 = 0,
which admits 0 and 1 as non negative slopes.
0 s+1
1
s+2
Proof. Let us define (un)n∈N ∈ C
N such that rϕs
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, z
b1, . . . , bs
 = ∑
n∈N
unz
n. Let us fix n ∈ N.
We find that
un+1(1 − p
n+1)
s∏
i=1
(1 − bip
n) = un(−1)
1+s−rqn
r∏
i=1
(1− aip
n)
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and then
un+1(q
n+1 − 1)
s∏
i=1
(qn+1 − biq) = un(−1)
1+s−rq1+sqn(2+s−r)
r∏
i=1
(qn − ai).
Multiplying the two sides of the equality by zn+1, we obtain the result. 
Let α1, . . . , αr, β1, . . . , βs ∈ C \ (−N) with different images in C/Z. If we put x := z
(
1− p
)1+s−r
, we
have the following convergence coefficientwise when p goes to 1:
rϕs
 pα1 , . . . , pαr ; p, x
pβ1 , . . . , pβs
→ rFs
 α1, . . . , αr ; (−1)1+s−rz
β1, . . . , βs
 ,
where
rFs
 α1, . . . , αr ; z
β1, . . . , βs
 := ∞∑
n=0
(α1)n . . . (αr)n
n!(β1)n . . . (βs)n
zn,
and (α)0 := 1; (α)n+1 := (α + n)(α)n for α ∈ C. Applying Lemma 7.1, we obtain that the first series
satisfies ∆q

rϕs
 pα1 , . . . , pαr ; p, x
pβ1 , . . . , pβs
 = 0 where
∆q := δq
s∏
i=1
(
δq +
1− pβi−1
1− q
)
+ z(−1)s−rq2+2s−rσ2+s−rq
r∏
i=1
(
δq +
1− pαi
1− q
)
.
Using the same reasoning, one can prove that the second series satisfies
∆˜

rFs
 α1, . . . , αr ; (−1)1+s−rz
β1, . . . , βs
 = 0, where
∆˜ := δ
s∏
i=1
(δ + βi − 1) + z(−1)
s−r
r∏
i=1
(δ + αi) .
The above series do not satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4.5, since the slopes of ∆˜, do not correspond
to the slopes of ∆q that are positive. Notice that the assumptions of [DVZ09], Theorem 2.6, are not
satisfied as well.
The goal of this section is to show that if d 6≡ (r− s− 1)pi[2pi], we may apply successively Bˆq and L
[d]
q ,
see Definition 3.6, to rϕs
 pα1 , . . . , pαr ; p, x
pβ1 , . . . , pβs
, and prove, by making explicitly the computations,
that we obtain a function that converges, as q goes to 1, to S˜d
rFs
 α1, . . . , αr ; (−1)1+s−rz
β1, . . . , βs
.
The case r = 2 and s = 0 has been treated in [Zha02], §2.
First, we are going to consider rϕs
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, z
b1, . . . , bs
, which satisfies, see Lemma 7.1, a linear σq-
equation with non negative slopes 0 and 1. As we can see in [Zha02], §1, if d 6≡ (r − s− 1)pi[2pi], we can
compute a solution of the same linear σq-equation than rϕs
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, z
b1, . . . , bs
 applying successively
to it Bˆq and L
[d]
q . Applying Bˆq to rϕs
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, z
b1, . . . , bs
, we obtain for all d 6≡ (r − s− 1)pi[2pi]
h(ζ) := rϕr−1
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, (−1)1+s−rζ
b1, . . . , bs, 0, . . . , 0
 ∈ Hdq,1.
For a, a1, . . . , ak ∈ C, let (a; p)∞ :=
∞∏
n=0
(1 − apn), and (a1, . . . , ak; p)∞ :=
k∏
i=1
(ai; p)∞. For
all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and a1, . . . , ak ∈ C, let (a1, . . . , âj, . . . , ak) be equals to the finite sequence (a1, . . . , ak)
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after the withdrawn of the element aj . As we can see in Page 121 of [GR04], the convergent series rϕr−1
may be expressed with connection formula at infinity:
rϕr−1
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, z
b1, . . . , br−1
 = r∑
j=1
(a1, . . . , âj , . . . , ar, b1/aj, . . . , br−1/aj , ajz, p/ajz; p)∞
(b1, . . . , br−1, a1/aj, . . . , âj/aj, . . . , ar/aj , z, p/z; p)∞
×rϕr−1

aj , ajp/b1, . . . , ajp/br−1
; p,
p
∏r−1
i=1 bi
z
∏r
i=1 ai
ajp/a1, . . . , âjp/aj , . . . , ajp/ar
 .
Making bs+1, . . . , br−1 goes to 0, we find:
h(ζ) =
r∑
j=1
(a1, . . . , âj , . . . , ar, b1/aj, . . . , bs/aj; p)∞Θq
(
(−1)s−rajζ
)
(b1, . . . , bs, a1/aj , . . . , âj/aj, . . . , ar/aj; p)∞Θq
(
(−1)s−rζ
)
×s+1ϕr−1

aj , ajp/b1, . . . , ajp/bs
; p,
(−1)1+s−rpar−s−1j
∏s
i=1 bi
ζ
∏r
i=1 ai
ajp/a1, . . . , âjp/aj, . . . , ajp/ar
 .
The next lemma gives the expression of the q-Laplace transformation of the first term of the sum of h.
The expression of the q-Laplace transformation of h will follows directly.
Lemma 7.2. Let d 6≡ (r − s− 1)pi[2pi], λ := (q − 1)eid and α :=
(−1)1+s−rpar−s−21 b1 . . . bs
a2 . . . ar
. Then,
L[d]q
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1ζ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rζ
) s+1ϕr−1
 a1, a1p/b1, . . . , a1p/bs ; p, αζ
a1p/a2, . . . , a1p/ar

is equal to
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1λ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rλ
) Θq
(
a1z/λ
)
Θq
(
z/λ
) s+2ϕr−1
 a1, a1p/b1, . . . , a1p/bs, 0 ; p,− αa1pz
a1p/a2, . . . , a1p/ar
 .
Proof. Using the expression of Θq, we find that for all k ∈ Z,
Θq(q
kz) = qk(k−1)/2zkΘq(z).
Let us write
f(ζ) := s+1ϕr−1
 a1, a1p/b1, . . . , a1p/bs ; p, αζ
a1p/a2, . . . , a1p/ar
 =: ∞∑
l=0
flζ
−l
and
g(z) := s+2ϕr−1
 a1, a1p/b1, . . . , a1p/bs, 0 ; p,− αa1pz
a1p/a2, . . . , a1p/ar
 =: ∞∑
l=0
glz
−l.
Then,
L
[d]
q
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1ζ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rζ
) s+1ϕr−1
 a1, a1p/b1, . . . , a1p/bs ; p, αζ
a1p/a2, . . . , a1p/ar

=
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1λ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rλ
) 1
Θq
(
λq/z
) ∑
n∈Z
(a1z
λ
)n
q−n(n−1)/2f(qnλ)
=
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1λ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rλ
) 1
Θq
(
λq/z
) ∑
n∈Z
∞∑
l=0
(a1z
λ
)n
q−n(n−1)/2flq
−lnλ−l.
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We apply now Fubini’s Theorem to conclude that
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1λ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rλ
) 1
Θq
(
λq/z
) ∑
n∈Z
∞∑
l=0
(a1z
λ
)n
q−n(n−1)/2flq
−lnλ−l
=
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1λ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rλ
) 1
Θq
(
λq/z
) ∞∑
l=0
∑
n∈Z
(a1z
λ
)n
q−n(n−1)/2flq
−lnλ−l
=
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1λ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rλ
) 1
Θq
(
λq/z
) ∞∑
l=0
Θq
(
a1zq
−l
λ
)
flλ
−l
=
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1λ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rλ
) Θq
(
a1z/λ
)
Θq
(
λq/z
) ∞∑
l=0
flp
−l(l−1)/2a−l1 q
lz−l
=
Θq
(
(−1)s−ra1λ
)
Θq
(
(−1)s−rλ
) Θq
(
a1z/λ
)
Θq
(
z/λ
) ∞∑
l=0
glz
−l.

We have proved:
Theorem 7.3. Let d 6≡ (r−s−1)pi[2pi] and let S
[d]
q (rϕs) be the function obtained applying successively Bˆq
and L
[d]
q to rϕs
 a1, . . . , ar ; p, z
b1, . . . , bs
. Then
S
[d]
q (rϕs) =
r∑
j=1
(a1, . . . , âj , . . . , ar, b1/aj, . . . , bs/aj; p)∞Θq
(
(−1)s−raj(1− q)e
id
)
Θq
(
ajz
(1−q)eid
)
(b1, . . . , bs, a1/aj , . . . , âj/aj, . . . , ar/aj; p)∞Θq
(
(−1)s−r(1− q)eid
)
Θq
(
z
(1−q)eid
)
×s+2ϕr−1

aj , ajp/b1, . . . , ajp/bs, 0
; p,
(−1)s−rar−s−21
∏s
i=1 bi
z
∏r
i=1 ai
ajp/a1, . . . , âjp/aj , . . . , a1p/ar
 .
Let α1, . . . , αr, β1, . . . , βs ∈ C\−N with different images in C/Z. We replace now ai by p
αi , bi by p
βi , z
by x = z
(
1− p
)1+s−r
and consider the limit as p goes to 1. It is clear that for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, we have
the uniform convergence on the compacts of C∗
lim
p→1
s+2ϕr−1

pαj , pαj−β1+1, . . . , pαj−βs+1, 0
; p,
(−1)s−rpαj(r−s−2)+β1+···+βs
xpα1+···+αr
pαj−α1+1, . . . , ̂pαj−αj+1, . . . , pαj−αr+1

=s+1 Fr−1
 αj , αj − β1 + 1, . . . , αj − βs + 1 ; (−1)s−rz
αj − α1 + 1, . . . , ̂αj − αj + 1, . . . , αj − αr + 1
 .
As we can see in [Zha02], §2.3,
• For γ ∈ C,
lim
p→1
(pγ , p)∞(1− p)
γ−1
(p, p)∞
= Γ(γ)−1.
• We have
lim
p→1
Θq(p
γu)
Θq(u)
= u−γ ,
uniformly on the compacts of {z ∈ C∗| arg(−z) 6= pi}.
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We have proved:
Theorem 7.4. Let d 6≡ (r − s− 1)pi[2pi]. Then,
lim
p→1
S
[d]
q
rϕs
 pα1 , . . . , pαr ; p, x
pβ1 , . . . , pβs
 = r∑
j=1
s∏
i=1
Γ(βi)
r∏
i=1
i6=j
Γ(αi − αj)
(
(−1)s−rz
)−αj
r∏
i=1
i6=j
Γ(αi)
s∏
i=1
Γ(βi − αj)
×s+1Fr−1
 αj , αj − β1 + 1, . . . , αj − βs + 1 ; (−1)s−rz
αj − α1 + 1, . . . , ̂αj − αj + 1, . . . , αj − αr + 1
 ,
uniformly on the compacts of {z ∈ C∗| arg(−z) 6= d}.
Remark 7.5. The right hand side of the limit equals to the func-
tion S˜d
rFs
 α1, . . . , αr ; (−1)1+s−rz
β1, . . . , βs
.
8. Application: Confluence of a basis of meromorphic solutions
We study a family of linear δq-equations that discretize a linear δ-equation, and the behavior of the
solutions as q goes to 1. After introducing some notations in §8.1, we prove in §8.2, that a basis of
local formal solutions of the family of linear δq-equations converges to the Hukuhara-Turrittin solution
of the differential equation in a sense that we are going to explain. We apply this and our main result,
Theorem 4.5, to prove the convergence of the q-Stokes matrices to the Stokes matrices of the linear
differential equation in §8.3. In §8.4, we show how to find the monodromy matrices of the differential
equation, as limit of q-solutions when q tends to 1. When q is real, this extends the results in §4 of
[Sau00] in the irregular singular case‡.
8.1. Notations. Some of the notations below were already introduced before, see the introduc-
tion, but we recall them for the reader’s convenience. For a ∈ C∗ and n ∈ N∗, let us con-
sider Θq(z) =
∑
n∈Z
q
−n(n+1)
2 zn, lq(z) :=
δ (Θq(z))
Θq(z)
, Λq,a(z) :=
Θq(z)
Θq(z/a)
, eqn (az
n) and eqn (az
−n). They
satisfy the q-difference equations:
• σqΘq(z) = zΘq(z).
• σqlq = lq + 1.
• σqΛq,a(z) = aΛq,a(z).
• δqeqn (az
n) = a[n]qz
neqn (az
n).
• δqeqn (az
−n) =
−a[n]qq
−nz−n
1 + (q − 1)a[n]qq−nz−n
eqn (az
−n).
Let A be an invertible matrix with complex coefficients and consider now the decomposition in Jordan
normal form A = P (DN)P−1, where D := Diag(di) is diagonal, N is a nilpotent upper triangular matrix
with DN = ND, and P is an invertible matrix with complex coefficients. Following [Sau00], we construct
the matrix:
Λq,A := P
(
Diag (Λq,di) e
log(N)lq
)
P−1 ∈ GLm
(
C
(
lq, (Λq,a)a∈C∗
) )
that satisfies:
σqΛq,A = AΛq,A = Λq,AA.
Let a ∈ C∗ and consider the corresponding matrix (a) ∈ GL1(C). By construction, we have Λq,a = Λq,(a).
We now introduce the q-exponential of matrices. For A ∈Mm
(
C(z)
)
, we define:
eq(A) :=
∑
n∈N
An
[n]!q
∈ GLm
(
M(C∗, 0)
)
.
‡Notice that the results of this section do not allow us to recover Sauloy’s Theorem, but are to be considered as an
analogous result in a different situation.
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8.2. Confluence of a basis of local formal solutions. Formally, we have the convergence lim
q→1
δq = δ.
We want to prove the formal convergence of a basis of solutions of a family of linear δq-equations to the
Hukuhara-Turrittin solution of the corresponding linear δ-equation. First, we will consider the family of
equations, 
∆q := bm(z, q)δ
m
q + bm−1(z, q)δ
m−1
q + . . . + b0(z, q)
∆˜ := b˜m(z)δ
m + b˜m−1(z)δ
m−1 + . . . + b˜0(z),
that satisfies the following assumptions:
(H1) For all i, for all q close to 1, z 7→ bi(z, q), b˜i(z) ∈ C[[z]].
(H2) For all i, bi(z, q) converges coefficientwise to b˜i(z) when q → 1.
(H3) Viewed as a linear σq-equation, ∆q has slopes that belongs to Z. For q close to 1, the Newton
polygon of ∆q is independent of q.
(H4) The slopes of ∆˜ belongs to N.
We consider now the associated systems
(8.1)

δqY (z, q) = B(z, q)Y (z, q)
δY˜ (z) = B˜(z)Y˜ (z),
with z 7→ Id+(q−1)B(z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C((z))
)
, B˜(z) ∈Mm
(
C((z))
)
. From Theorem 2.2 and the Hukuhara-
Turrittin theorem (see §1), we have the existence of
• z 7→ Hˆ(z, q), H˜(z) ∈ GLm
(
C((z))
)
, such that the entries of the first row of Hˆ(z, q) have z-
valuation equal to 0,
• µi ∈ Z, and matrices Bi(q) ∈ GLm′
i
(C), which are of the form Diagl
(
Ti,l(q)
)
where Ti,l(q) are
upper triangular matrices with diagonal terms equal to the roots of the characteristic polynomial
associated to the slope µi,
• λ˜i(z) ∈ z
−1C[z−1], L˜i ∈Mmi(C),
such that
(8.2)

Hˆ(z, q)
[
Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)]
σq
= Id + (q − 1)B(z, q)
H˜(z)
[
Diag
(
L˜i + δλ˜i(z)× Idmi
)]
δ
= B˜(z).
We make two more assumptions:
(H5) For q close to 1, Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
commutes with Diag
(
L˜i + δλ˜i(z)× Idmi
)
.
(H6) If H˜ ′(z) is any formal matrix solution of the differential system of (8.2), then the entries of the
first row of H˜ ′(z) have necessarily z-valuation equal to 0. Moreover, we assume that the term of lower
degree of each entry of the first row of Hˆ(z, q) converges as q goes to 1, to the term of lower degree of
the corresponding entry of H˜(z).
Remark 8.1. (1) Assumptions (H1) to (H4) are satisfied if the bi(z, q) ∈ C[[z]] are independent of q and
if the slopes of ∆q, viewed as a linear σq-equation, belong to Z.
(2) As we can see in [RSZ], Theorem 2.2.1, up to a ramification, we may always reduce to the case where
the slopes of ∆q, viewed as a linear σq-equation, belong to Z. Up to a ramification, we may also reduce
to the case where (H4) is satisfied.
(3) Assumption (H5) is satisfied if and only if, for all q close to 1, Diag
(
Bi(q)
)
commutes with Diag
(
L˜i
)
.
If Assumption (H5) is satisfied, then the the blocks of Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
and Diag
(
L˜i + δλ˜i(z)× Idmi
)
have the same size.
(4) If, for q close to 1, the Bi(q) and L˜i are diagonal, we may perform shearing transformations on the
differential system (resp. a diagonal gauge transformation that depends only upon q on the q-difference
system), in order to change the entries l˜i,j of L˜i by l˜i,j + ki,j where ki,j ∈ Z (resp. multiply to the
right Hˆ(z, q) by a diagonal complex matrix), and to reduce to the case where (H6) is satisfied. Notice
that in this case, (H5) was already satisfied because of the point (3) of the remark. The Bi(q) and L˜i are
diagonal if for q close to 1, the multiplicities of the slopes of ∆q, viewed as a linear σq-equation, (resp. the
multiplicities of the slopes of ∆˜) are all equal to 1. A weaker condition for Bi(q) and L˜i being diagonal
is to assume that ∆q, viewed as a linear σq-equation, and ∆˜ have exponents at 0 which are not resonant.
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(5) If Assumption (H6) is satisfied, then the C-vectorial subspace of Mm
(
C((z))
)
of solutions of the
differential system of (8.2) has dimension 1. Remark that the converse in not true.
(6) The slopes of ∆˜ and ∆q, viewed as a linear σq-equation, may be different. We will make assumptions
on the slopes in §8.3 and §8.4.
Definition 8.2. We say that the m ×m invertible square matrix F (z, q) belongs to O∗m, if for q close
to 1, the entries of z 7→ F (z, q) are meromorphic on C∗, and F (z, q) satisfies
• We have the uniform convergence lim
q→1
(
δqF (z, q)
)
F (z, q)−1 = 0, on the compacts of C∗.
• We have the uniform convergence lim
q→1
F (z, q) = Id, on the compacts of C∗.
Remark 8.3. Roughly speaking, the matrices Hˆ(z, q)Diag
(
Λq,Bi(q)Θq(z)
−µi
)
and
H˜(z)Diag
(
elog(z)L˜ieλ˜i(z)×Idmi
)
are fundamental solutions of the systems (8.1). Let us
write λ˜i(z) :=
ki∑
j=1
λ˜i,jz
−j with ki ∈ N. The next theorem says that there exists a fundamental
solution of δqY (z, q) = B(z, q)Y (z, q) of the form:
Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)F2(z, q)Diagi
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
ki∏
j=1
eqj
(
λ˜i,jz
−j × Idmi
) ,
such that:
• z 7→ F1(z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C{z}
)
and the matrix Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C((z))
)
converge entrywise
and coefficientwise to H˜(z) when q → 1.
• The matrix F2(z, q) belongs to O
∗
m and therefore, for z ∈ C
∗, lim
q→1
F2(z, q) = Id.
• Because of what is written in Page 1048 of [Sau00] and Lemma 6.1, for all z ∈ C∗ \ R<0, we have
the convergence
lim
q→1
Diagi
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
ki∏
j=1
eqj
(
λ˜i,jz
−j × Idmi
) = Diag(elog(z)L˜ieλ˜i(z)×Idmi) .
In other words, the above fundamental solution of δqY (z, q) = B(z, q)Y (z, q) formally converges to
the fundamental solution H˜(z)Diag
(
elog(z)L˜ieλ˜i(z)×Idmi
)
of δY˜ (z) = B˜(z)Y˜ (z) given by the Hukuhara-
Turrittin Theorem. Of course, written like this, this statement is not rigorous since the matrices can not
be multiplied among them, see §1.
Theorem 8.4. Let us consider the systems (8.1) that satisfies the assumptions (H1) to (H6).
Let Bi(q), L˜i and λ˜i(z) =
ki∑
j=1
λ˜i,jz
−j that come from (8.2).
(1) There exist z 7→ F1(z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C{z}
)
, F2(z, q) ∈ O
∗
m, z 7→ N(z, q) ∈Mm
(
C(z)
)
such that
F1(z, q)
[
Id + (q − 1)N(z, q)
]
σq
= Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
,
where N(z, q) satisfies:
δq
F2(z, q)Diagi
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
ki∏
j=1
eqj
(
λ˜i,jz
−j × Idmi
) =
N(z, q)F2(z, q)Diagi
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
ki∏
j=1
eqj
(
λ˜i,jz
−j × Idmi
) .
(2) The matrix Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) converges entrywise to H˜(z) when q → 1. Moreover, there exists N ∈ N,
such that for q close to 1, z 7→ zNHˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) belongs to Mm
(
C[[z]]
)
.
Notice that the point (2) implies in particular that zNH˜(z) ∈Mm
(
C[[z]]
)
. Before proving the theorem,
we state and prove a lemma:
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Lemma 8.5. Let us consider an invertible complex matrix that depends upon q, A(q), and assume
the existence of k ∈ N∗, such that we have the simple convergence lim
q→1
A(q)−1(q − 1)k = 0 ∈Mm(C).
Let n ∈ Z. There exist
• z 7→ E1(z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C{z}
)
• F2(z, q) ∈ O
∗
m
such that
σq
(
E1(z, q)F2(z, q)
)
= znA(q)E1(z, q)F2(z, q) = E1(z, q)F2(z, q)A(q)z
n.
Example 8.6. Let us solve σqY (z, q) =
z
(q−1)2 Y (z, q) with solution in the same form as in the lemma.
The trick of the proof of the lemma is the following identity that is valid for all z ∈ C∗:
z
(q − 1)2
=
1 + z(q−1)2
1 + (q−1)
2
z
.
We may take E1(z, q) := eq
(
z
(q−1)3
)
that satisfies σq
(
z
(q−1)3
)
=
(
1 + z(q−1)2
)
eq
(
z
(q−1)3
)
and F2(z, q) := eq
(
q(q−1)
z
)
that satisfies σqeq
(
q(q−1)
z
)
= 1
1+
(q−1)2
z
eq
(
q(q−1)
z
)
.
Proof of Lemma 8.5. For, l, d ∈ N∗ with l ≥ 2, let us define the function
fl,d := eqd
(
zd
(q−1)l+1[d]q
)
eqd
(
qd(q−1)l−1
[d]qzd
)
, that satisfies:
σqfl,d =
zd
(q − 1)l
fl,d = fl,d
zd
(q − 1)l
,
with z 7→ eqd
(
zd
(q−1)l+1[d]q
)
∈ C{z} and eqd
(
qd(q−1)l−1
[d]qzd
)
∈ O∗1 . Let us also con-
sider z 7→ eq
(
zA(q)
(q−1)k+2
)
∈ GLm
(
C{z}
)
and eq
(
q(q−1)kA−1(q)
z
)
∈ GLm
(
C{z−1}
)
. We can prove that
they satisfy
σqeq
(
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+2
)
= eq
(
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+2
)(
Id +
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+1
)
=
(
Id +
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+1
)
eq
(
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+2
)
and
σqeq
(
q(q − 1)kA−1(q)
z
)
=
(
Id +
(q − 1)k+1A−1(q)
z
)−1
eq
(
q(q−1)kA−1(q)
z
)
= eq
(
q(q−1)kA−1(q)
z
)(
Id +
(q − 1)k+1A−1(q)
z
)−1
.
Hence, eq
(
q(q−1)kA−1(q)
z
)
∈ O∗m and we have:
σq
(
eq
(
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+2
)
eq
(
q(q − 1)kA−1(q)
z
))
=
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+1
eq
(
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+2
)
eq
(
q(q − 1)kA−1(q)
z
)
= eq
(
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+2
)
eq
(
q(q − 1)kA−1(q)
z
)
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+1
.
Let us choose d1, d2, l1, l2 ∈ N
∗ with l1, l2 ≥ 2, such that d1 − d2 + 1 = n and l1 + (k + 1) = l2. Then,
fl1,d1 (fl2,d2)
−1
eq
(
zA(q)
(q − 1)k+2
)
eq
(
q(q − 1)kA−1(q)
z
)
,
is solution of σqY (z, q) = z
nA(q)Y (z, q) = Y (z, q)A(q)zn and admits a decomposition that has the
required property. 
Proof of Theorem 8.4. (1) Let us define
W1(z, q) := Diagi
 ki∏
j=1
eqj
(
qjzj
λ˜i,j(q − 1)2[j]2q
× Idmi
)
and
W2(z, q) := Diagi
 ki∏
j=1
eqj
(
λ˜i,jz
−j × Idmi
) ,
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which satisfy
σq
(
W1(z, q)W2(z, q)
)
= Diagi
 ki∏
j=1
qjzj
(q − 1)[j]qλ˜i,j
× Idmi
W1(z, q)W2(z, q).
Because of (8.2), Diagi
 ki∏
j=1
qjzj
(q − 1)[j]qλ˜i,j
× Idmi
 commutes with Diag (Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
)
and we obtain
that:
σq
(
Diag
(
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
)
W1(z, q)W2(z, q)
)
=
Diagi
(Id + (q − 1)L˜i) ki∏
j=1
qjzj
(q − 1)[j]qλ˜i,j
Diag (Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
)
W1(z, q)W2(z, q).
Let
C(z, q) := Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
Diagi

(Id + (q − 1)L˜i) ki∏
j=1
qjzj
(q − 1)[j]qλ˜i,j
−1

=: Diag
(
Ci(q)z
ni
)
.
If we are able to construct z 7→ E1(z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C{z}
)
and F2(z, q) ∈ O
∗
m, that commute
with Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
and are solution of
σq
(
E1(z, q)F2(z, q)
)
= C(z, q)E1(z, q)F2(z, q) = E1(z, q)F2(z, q)C(z, q),
then the following matrix would be a fundamental solution of the linear σq-
equation σqY (z, q) = Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
Y (z, q):
(8.3) E1(z, q)F2(z, q)Diag
(
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
)
W1(z, q)W2(z, q).
Let us construct the matrices E1 and F2 using Lemma 8.5 applied on each block Ci(q). Let us
check that the matrices q 7→ Ci(q) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 8.5. Since the matri-
ces
(Id + (q − 1)L˜i) ki∏
j=1
qjzj
(q − 1)[j]qλ˜i,j
−1 satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 8.5, it is sufficient to
prove that the matrices Bi(q) satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 8.5. Using Theorem 2.2, the Bi(q) are
of the form Diagl
(
Ti,l(q)
)
where Ti,l(q) are upper triangular matrices with diagonal terms equal to the
roots of the characteristic polynomial associated to the slope µi. We recall that the linear δq-equation is
∆q := bm(z, q)(δq)
m + bm−1(z, q)(δq)
m−1 + · · ·+ b0(z, q),
where the bi converge coefficientwise when q → 1. Since for all n ∈ N,
δnq = (q − 1)
−n
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
(−1)n−kσkq ,
a straightforward computation shows that each root of the characteristic polynomial associated to a slope
different from zero (resp. to the slope zero) is of the form α(q)(q − 1) (resp. α(q)), where α(q) converges
to a non zero complex number. Therefore, each diagonal term of a Bi(q) is of the form α(q)(q − 1) or
α(q), where α(q) converges to a non zero complex number. We recall, see (8.2), that the matrix Hˆ(z, q)
satisfies
σq
(
Hˆ(z, q)
)
Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
=
(
Id + (q − 1)B(z, q)
)
Hˆ(z, q).
Using the convergence of the constant terms of the entries in the first row of Hˆ(z, q), see the assumption
(H6), and the behavior of the diagonal terms of the Bi(q), we find that each non diagonal term of a
triangular matrix Bi(q) is of the form α(q)(q − 1) or α(q), where α(q) converges to a non zero complex
number. Hence, for all i, Bi(q)
−1(q − 1)2 simply converges to 0 as q goes to 1.
Applying Lemma 8.5, there exist z 7→ E1(z, q) ∈ GLm
(
C{z}
)
and F2(z, q) ∈ O
∗
m that satisfy
σq
(
E1(z, q)F2(z, q)
)
= Diag
(
Ci(q)z
ni
)
E1(z, q)F2(z, q) = E1(q)F2(z, q)Diag
(
Ci(q)z
ni
)
.
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Because of (H5) and the construction of E1(z, q) and F2(z, q) (see the proof of Lemma 8.5), we obtain
that they commute with Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
.
We have proved that the matrix (8.3) is a fundamental solution of the system
σqY (z, q) = Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
Y (z, q).
We have the following relation:
σq
(
Diag
(
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
)
W2(z, q)
)
=
Diagi
(Id + (q − 1)L˜i) ki∏
j=1
(
1 +
qjzj
(q − 1)[j]qλ˜i,j
)Diag (Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
)
W2(z, q).
Using (H5) and the construction of F2(z, q), we find that F2(z, q) commutes
with Diagi
(Id + (q − 1)L˜i) ki∏
j=1
(
1 +
qjzj
(q − 1)[j]qλ˜i,j
). From the construction of F2(z, q), we
find also that σq
(
F2(z, q)
)
F2(z, q)
−1 ∈ GLm
(
C(z)
)
. Let
U(z, q) := F2(z, q)Diag
(
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
W2(z, q)
)
.
From what is preceding, we obtain the existence of z 7→ N(z, q) ∈ Mm
(
C(z)
)
, such
that δqU(z, q) = N(z, q)U(z, q).
Because of (8.2),W1(z, q) commutes with Diag
(
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
)
. Because of (H5), and the construction
of F2(z, q),W1(z, q) commutes also with F2(z, q). Let F1(z, q) := E1(z, q)W1(z, q). Then, by construction,
F1(z)
[
Id + (q − 1)N(z, q)
]
σq
= Diag
(
Bi(q)z
−µi
)
,
and the matrices N(z, q), F1(z, q) and F2(z, q) have entries in the good fields.
(2) We recall that the matrix U(z, q) satisfies the linear δq-equation:
δqU(z, q) = N(z, q)U(z, q).
Let N˜(z) := Diag
(
L˜i + δλ˜i(z)× Idmi
)
which satisfies
δ
(
Diag
(
elog(z)L˜ieλ˜i(z)×Idmi
))
= N˜(z)Diag
(
elog(z)L˜ieλ˜i(z)×Idmi
)
.
From what is preceding, we deduce the following relations:
δH˜(z) = B˜(z)H˜(z)− H˜(z)N˜(z)
σq
(
Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)
)(
Id + (q − 1)N(z, q)
)
=
(
Id + (q − 1)B(z, q)
)(
Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)
)
.
This implies that
δq
(
Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)
)
= B(z, q)Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)− σq
(
Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)
)
N(z, q),
and finally
(8.4) δq
(
Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)
)(
Id + (q − 1)N(z, q)
)
= B˜(z)Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)− Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)N(z, q).
We are going now to prove that the entries that belong to the first row of Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) converge
coefficientwise to the corresponding entries of H˜(z) when q → 1.
Let hˆ(z, q) :=
∞∑
n=0
hˆn(q)z
n be an entry of the first row of Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) and let h˜(z) :=
∞∑
n=0
h˜nz
n be
the corresponding entry of H˜(z). We want to use Lemma 4.1 to prove that for all n ∈ N, hˆn(q) converges
as q goes to 1 to h˜n. We are going to prove now that the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied.
• The matrices B(z, q) and N(z, q) converge entrywise and coefficientwise to B˜(z) and N˜(z)
when q → 1. Therefore, using additionally (8.4), we find that there exists a δq-equation with co-
efficient in C[[z]] that is satisfied by hˆ(z, q), with z-coefficients that converge to the z-coefficients
of a δ-equation with coefficient in C[[z]], that is satisfied by h˜(z).
• As we can see in Remark 8.1 (5), the vector space of Lemma 4.1 has dimension 1.
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• By construction, F1(z, q) is of the form Id + zG1(z, q), where z 7→ G1(z, q) ∈Mm
(
C{z}
)
. Hence
for q close to 1, the entries of the first row of Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) have z-valuation equal to the entries
of the first row of Hˆ(z, q), which are 0 (see the paragraph just below (H4)). Due to (H6), the
entries of the first row of H˜(z) have z-valuation equal to 0.
• Let us prove the convergence of hˆ0(q) to h˜0. Since F1(z, q) is of the form Id + zG1(z, q), it is
sufficient to prove that the constant term of the entries of the first row of Hˆ(z, q) converges to
the constant term of the corresponding entry of H˜(z). This is guaranteed by (H6).
We can apply Lemma 4.1, which gives that the first row of Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) converges entrywise and
coefficientwise to the first row of H˜(z) when q → 1.
Let us prove now the convergence of the other rows. Let hˆ(z, q) be an entry of Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) and
let h˜(z) be the corresponding entry of H˜(z). Let hˆ1(z, q), . . . , hˆm(z, q) be the entries of the first row
of Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) and let h˜1(z), . . . , h˜m(z) be the corresponding entries of H˜(z). From (8.4), we find that
there exist r ∈ N, z 7→
(
di,j(z, q)
)
i≤r,j≤m
,
(
d˜i,j
)
i≤r,j≤m
∈ C((z)), such that:
(8.5)

∑
i,j di,j(z, q)δ
i
q
(
hˆj(z, q)
)
= hˆ(z, q)
∑
i,j d˜i,j(z)δ
i
(
h˜j(z)
)
= h˜(z),
and such that for all i, j, di,j(z, q) converges entrywise to d˜i,j(z) when q → 1. The entrywise convergence
of hˆ(z, q) to h˜(z, q) when q → 1 follows immediately from the case of the first row.
Using (8.5) and the fact that for all q close to 1, the z-valuation of the entry of the first
row of Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) are 0, we obtain the existence of N
′ ∈ N, such that for all q close
to 1, z 7→ zN
′
hˆ(z, q) ∈ C[[z]]. We apply the same reasoning on the other entries of Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) to
conclude the existence of N ∈ N, such that for q close to 1, z 7→ zN Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) ∈Mm
(
C[[z]]
)
.

8.3. Confluence of the Stokes matrices. In this subsection, we combine Theorems 4.5 and 8.4, to
prove the convergence of a basis of meromorphic solutions of a family of linear δq-equations to a basis of
meromorphic solutions of the corresponding linear δ-equation. We consider the family of equations
∆q := bm(z, q)δ
m
q + bm−1(z, q)δ
m−1
q + . . . + b0(z, q)
∆˜ := b˜m(z)δ
m + b˜m−1(z)δ
m−1 + . . . + b˜0(z),
and assume that they satisfy the assumptions (H2) to (H6) of §8.2 and the two following assumptions:
(H1’) For all i ≤ m, z 7→ bi(z, q), b˜i(z) ∈ C[z].
(H7) Every entry hˆ of the matrix zNHˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) given by Theorem 8.4 (resp. every entry h˜ of the
matrix zNH˜(z)), satisfies a family of δq-equations (resp. δ-equation) that verifies the assumptions (A2)
and (A3) detailed §4.2.
As in §8.2, we consider the associated systems:
δqY (z, q) = B(z, q)Y (z, q)
δY˜ (z) = B˜(z)Y˜ (z).
The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for the assumption (H7) to be satisfied. See Remark 8.1
for the discussion about the cases where the other assumptions are satisfied.
Lemma 8.7. If the bi(z, q) are independent of q, and if (H1’), (H2) to (H6) hold, then (H7) is
satisfied.
Proof. The matrix zN H˜(z) satisfies the equation
δ
(
zNH˜(z)
)
= B˜(z)zNH˜(z)− zNH˜(z)
(
N˜(z)−N × Id
)
,
where N˜(z) = Diag
(
L˜i + δλ˜i(z)× Idmi
)
has entries in C[z−1]. From (8.4), we obtain
(8.6)
δq
(
zN Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)
)(
Id + (q − 1)N(z, q)
)
= qN B˜(z)zN Hˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)− z
NHˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)
(
qNN(z, q)− [N ]q × Id
)
,
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where N(z, q) converges to N˜(z). Let hˆ(z, q) be an entry of zNHˆ(z, q)F1(z, q) and
let h˜(z) be the corresponding entry of zNH˜(z). Using (8.6), we obtain the existence
of r ∈ N∗, z 7→ d1(z, q), . . . , dr(z, q), d˜1, . . . , d˜r ∈ C[z], c > 0, such that for all i ≤ r, for all q > 1 suffi-
ciently close to 1,
∣∣∣di(z, q)− d˜i(z)∣∣∣ < (q − 1)c(∣∣∣d˜i(z)∣∣∣+ 1), and such that
∑
i≤r
di(z, q)δ
i
q
(
hˆ(z, q)
)
= 0
∑
i≤r
d˜i(z)δ
i
(
h˜(z)
)
= 0.
In particular, hˆ satisfies the assumptions (A1) and (A3), with formal limit the formal power series h˜(z).
Moreover, the z-valuations of the bi(z, q) are independent of q and are equal to the z-valuations of
the b˜i(z). Therefore, the z-valuations of the di(z, q) are independent of q and are equal to the z-valuations
of the d˜i(z). Since the slopes of the equation depend only on the z-valuation, we obtain that hˆ satisfies
the assumption (A2), with formal limit the formal power series h˜(z). 
We recall that if D˜(z) ∈ Mm
(
C(z)
)
, we define S1
(
D˜(z)
)
as the union of the R≥1xi, where xi are the
poles of D˜(z). Let Σ
H˜
be the union of the Σ
h˜i,j
, that have been defined in §6.2, Step 1, where h˜i,j are
the entries of H˜ . Due to (H7), we may apply Theorem 4.5 to the divergent entries of zNHˆ(z, q)F1(z, q)
and zNH˜(z). Using additionally Remark 4.4, (2), and the reasoning in §6.2, Step 4, we may prove a
similar result for the convergent entries, and we find the existence of k ∈ N∗, such that for all d ∈ R\Σ
H˜
,
lim
q→1
S [d]q
(
zNHˆF1
)
= S˜d
(
zNH˜
)
,
uniformly on the compacts of S
(
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
)
\ S1
(
B˜(z)
)
. From Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 8.4, there
exists F2(z, q) ∈ O
∗
m, such that
Φ
[d]
0 (z, q) := z
−NS
[d]
q
(
zNHˆF1
)
F2(z, q)Diagi
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
ki∏
j=1
eqj
(
λ˜i,jz
−j × Idmi
)
∈ GLm
(
M(C∗, 0)
)
,
is a fundamental solution of δqY (z, q) = B(z, q)Y (z, q). From §1, we recall that
Φ˜d0(z) := z
−N S˜d
(
zNH˜(z)
)
Diag
(
eL˜i log(z)+λ˜i(z)×Idmi
)
∈ A
(
d−
pi
2k
, d+
pi
2k
)
is a fundamental solution of δY˜ (z) = B˜(z)Y˜ (z).
Lemma 8.8. We have
lim
q→1
Φ
[d]
0 (z, q) = Φ˜
d
0(z),
uniformly on the compacts of S
(
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
)
\
(
S1
(
B˜(z)
)⋃
{R<0}
)
.
Proof. Due to the preceding discussion and the definition of O∗m, we only have to prove the convergence
lim
q→1
Diagi
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
ki∏
j=1
eqj
(
λ˜i,jz
−j × Idmi
) = Diag(eL˜i log(z)+λ˜i(z)×Idmi) .
The fact that
lim
q→1
Diag
(
Λ
q,Id+(q−1)L˜i
)
= Diag
(
eL˜i log(z)
)
,
uniformly on the compacts of a convenient domain has been proved in a more generalize case in Page
1048 of [Sau00]. See Lemma 6.1, for the convergence of the q-exponential part. 
Let d− < d+ with d± ∈ R \ Σ
H˜
, so that we can define Φ
[d±]
0 (z, q). We define the q-Stokes ma-
trix ST [d
−],[d+](z, q) ∈ GLm
(
ME
)
(we recall thatME is the field of functions invariant under the action
of σq, see the introduction) as follows:
Φ
[d+]
0 (z, q) = Φ
[d−]
0 (z, q)ST
[d−],[d+](z, q).
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Let d− pi2k < d
− < d < d+ < d+ pi2k such that( [
d−, d
[⋃]
d, d+
] )⋂
Σ
H˜
= ∅.
Let us recall that by construction, Σ
H˜
contains Σ˜
H˜
, the set of singular directions that has been de-
fined in Proposition 1.5. Therefore, following §1, we may define the Stokes matrix in the direc-
tion d, S˜T
d
∈ GLm(C), as follows:
Φ˜0
d+
(z) = Φ˜0
d−
(z)S˜T
d
.
Remark 8.9. If d is not a singular direction (see Proposition 1.5), then although S˜T
d
= Id, the en-
tries of H˜(z) might be divergent. In fact, see [vdPS03] Page 247, the entries of H˜(z) are con-
vergent if and only if S˜T
d
= Id for all d ∈ R. On the other hand, the principle of ana-
lytic continuation implies that if ST [d
−],[d+](z, q0) = Id for some d
− < d+ and for some q0 > 1,
then z 7→ zNHˆ(z, q0)F1(z, q0) ∈Mm
(
C{z}
)
.
Using Lemma 8.8, we prove:
Theorem 8.10. Let d− pi2k < d
− < d < d+ < d+ pi2k such that([
d−, d
[⋃]
d, d+
])⋂
Σ
H˜
= ∅.
Then, for q close to 1, we can define ST [d
−],[d+](z, q) and we have
lim
q→1
ST [d
−],[d+](z, q) = S˜T
d
,
uniformly on the compacts of S
(
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
)
\
(
S1
(
B˜(z)
)⋃
{R<0}
)
.
8.4. Confluence to the monodromy. In this subsection, we show how a basis of meromorphic solutions
of a family of linear δq-equations at 0 and at ∞ can help us to find the monodromy matrices of the
corresponding differential equation. We consider the family of equations
∆q := bm(z, q)δ
m
q + bm−1(z, q)δ
m−1
q + . . . + b0(z, q)
∆˜ := b˜m(z)δ
m + b˜m−1(z)δ
m−1 + . . . + b˜0(z),
that satisfies the assumptions (H1’),(H2) to (H7) of §8.2, §8.3 and the following assumptions:
(H8) The zeros of b˜m(z) have different arguments and there is no zero which has an argument equal to pi.
(H9) The assumptions (H1’),(H2) to (H8) are satisfied with the linear δq and δ-equation at infinity,
obtained by considering z 7→ z−1.
As in §8.2, §8.3, we consider the associated systems:
δqY (z, q) = B(z, q)Y (z, q)
δY˜ (z) = B˜(z)Y˜ (z).
Let d ∈ R \ Σ
H˜
. Due to Lemma 8.8, there exists k ∈ N∗ such that for we have
lim
q→1
Φ
[d]
0 (z, q) = Φ˜
d
0(z),
uniformly on the compacts of
Ω˜0 := S
(
d−
pi
2k
, d+
pi
2k
)
\
(
S1
(
B˜(z)
)⋃
R<0
)
.
We are now interested in the domain of definition of the fundamental solution Φ
[d]
0 (z, q) for q close
to 1 fixed. We recall that if D(z) ∈ GLm
(
C(z)
)
, we define Sq(D(z)) as the union of the qN
∗
xi,
where xi is a pole of D(z) or D
−1(z). Following Page 1035 in [Sau00], we obtain that Λ
q,Id+(q−1)Diag
(
L˜i
)
has poles contained in a finite number of q-discrete spiral of the form qZβi(q), that converge to the
spiral R<0 as q tends to 1. By construction, for q fixed, the domain of definition of the matri-
ces S
[d]
q
(
zNHˆF1
)
, F2(z, q) and Diagi
 ki∏
j=1
eqj
(
λ˜i,jz
−j × Idmi
), intersected with S (d− pi2k , d+ pi2k )
is S
(
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
)
\
(
Sq
(
Id + (q − 1)B˜(z)
))
. Notice that, Sq
(
Id + (q − 1)B˜(z)
)
tends to S1
(
B˜(z)
)
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as q goes to 1. We have proved that for q fixed close to 1, the domain of definition of Φ
[d]
0 (z, q) intersected
with S
(
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
)
is:
S
(
d−
pi
2k
, d+
pi
2k
)
\
(
Sq
(
Id + (q − 1)B˜(z)
)⋃
qZβi(q)
)
.
Figure 1. Intersection of S
(
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
)
and the domain of definition of Φ
[d]
0 (z, q)
(left) and Φ
[d]
∞ (z, q) (right).
We consider now the singularity at ∞ putting z 7→ z−1. After taking a larger set finite mod-
ulo 2piZ, Σ
H˜
⊂ R, we may assume that for all d /∈ Σ
h˜
, we can also compute a fundamental solution
at infinity Φ
[d]
∞ (z, q) in the same way than Φ
[d]
0 (z, q). Let p = q
−1. Similarly to Ω˜0, let us define Ω˜∞, such
that
lim
q→1
Φ[d]∞ (z, q) = Φ˜
d
∞(z),
uniformly on the compacts of Ω˜∞, where Φ˜
d
∞(z) is the fundamental solution of the linear δ-
system at infinity computed with Borel and Laplace transformations. More precisely, there ex-
ists k′ ∈ N∗, such that Ω˜∞ := S
(
d− pi2k′ , d+
pi
2k′
)
\
{
R<0, tx˜1, . . . , tx˜r
∣∣∣t ∈]0, 1]}, where the x˜i satisfies
Ω˜0 = S
(
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
)
\ {R<0,R≥1x˜1, . . . ,R≥1x˜r}. If we restrict the domain of convergence, we may
assume that k = k′.
The Birkhoff matrix
(
Φ
[d]
∞ (z, q)
)−1
Φ
[d]
0 (z, q) is invariant under the action of σq and tends to
lim
q→1
(
Φ[d]∞ (z, q)
)−1
Φ
[d]
0 (z, q) =
(
Φ˜d∞(z)
)−1
Φ˜d0(z) =: P˜
d,
uniformly on the compacts of Ω˜∞ ∩ Ω˜0.
Since
(
Φ
[d]
∞ (z, q)
)−1
Φ
[d]
0 (z, q) is invariant under the action of σq, we obtain that P˜
d is locally constant.
Figure 2. Domain of definition of Φ˜d0(z) (left) and Φ˜
d
∞(z) (right).
Let x˜0 = −1. We order the x˜i by increasing arguments in
]
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
[
. The connected component
of the domain of definition of P˜ d are the U˜j , where
U˜j := S
(
d−
pi
2k
, d+
pi
2k
)⋂
S
(
arg(x˜j), arg(x˜j+1)
)
.
Let P˜ dj ∈ GLm(C) be the value of P˜
d in U˜j . Let us chose x˜j such that x˜j ∈ S
(
d− pi2k , d+
pi
2k
)
. Let us
consider a little positive path γ around x˜j starting from a ∈ U˜j−1. We may choose γ such that we can
decompose γ into γ1 and γ2 such that γ1 comes from a to b ∈ U˜j in Ω˜∞ and γ2 comes from b to a in Ω˜0.
The analytic continuation along γ1 transforms Φ˜
d
0(z) into Φ˜
d
∞(z)P˜
d
j−1, and the analytic continuation
along γ2 transforms Φ˜
d
∞(z) into Φ˜
d
0(z)
(
P˜ dj
)−1
. We have proved the following theorem, which extends
when q is real, the theorem of the §4 in [Sau00] in the non-Fuchsian case:
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Figure 3. Domain of definition of P˜ d.
Theorem 8.11. The monodromy matrix of the δ-equation δY˜ (z) = B˜(z)Y˜ (z) in the basis Φ˜d0(z) around
the singularity x˜j is
(
P˜ dj
)−1
P˜ dj−1.
Appendix A. Confluence of a “continuous” q-Borel-Laplace summation.
The goal of this appendix is to prove the equivalent of Theorem 4.5 for a “continuous” q-Borel-Laplace
summation. We introduce now the “continuous” q-Laplace transformation. See §3 for the notations.
Definition A.1. Let k ∈ Q>0 and let d ∈ R. As we can see in [DVZ09], §4.2, the following maps are
defined and we call them the “continuous” q-Laplace transformation of order 1 and k:
Ldq,1 : H
d
q,1 −→ A(d− pi, d+ pi)
f 7−→ q−1log(q)
∫ ∞eid
0
f(ζ)
zeq
(
qζ
z
)dζ,
Ldq,k : H
d
q,k −→
k−1⋃
ν=0
A
(
2piν(d− pi)
k
,
2pi(ν + 1)(d− pi)
k
)
g 7−→ ρk ◦ L
[d]
q,1 ◦ ρ1/k(g).
Remark A.2. We say that the q-Laplace transformation is “continuous” because it is defined with a
“continuous” integral, in opposition to the q-Laplace transformation of §3, which involves a “discrete”
Jackson integral. Notice that the term “continuous” q-Borel-Laplace summation is an abuse of language
since the q-Borel transformation we use in this summation process is the same as in the “discrete” q-
Borel-Laplace summation.
Theorem 4.14 of [DVZ09] compares the “discrete” and the “continuous” q-Borel-Laplace summation
for the case of formal power series solutions of a linear σq-equation with coefficients in C({z}) with only
slope 1. The next proposition is the analogue of Proposition 3.4 of the present paper.
Proposition A.3. Let g ∈ Hdq,1. Then
• Ldq,1 (δqg) = δqL
d
q,1 (g).
• zLdq,1 (δqg) = pL
d
q,1(ζg)− pzL
d
q,1(g).
Proof. To prove the first equality, it is sufficient to prove that the “continuous” q-Laplace transformation
commutes with σq. To do this, we just have to perform the variable change ζ 7→ qζ in the integral.
Let us prove the last equality. We recall that σq
(
eq
(
qζ
z
))
=
eq( qζz )
1+(q−1)ζ/z . Let p = 1/q. Then,
zLdq,1(δqg) = z
∫ ∞eid
0
g(ζ)
zeq
(
qζ
z
) p− 1 + (q−1)ζqz
q − 1
dζ
=
∫ ∞eid
0
g(ζ)
eq
(
qζ
z
) (−p+ pζ/z)
= pLdq,1(ζg)− pzL
d
q,1(g).

Let k ∈ N∗. If we consider fˆ ∈ C
[[
zk
]]
, solution of a linear δq-equation with coefficients in C
[
zk
]
,
with Bˆq,k
(
f˜
)
∈ Hdq,k, then we have:
δq
(
Ldq,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
fˆ
))
= Ldq,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
δq fˆ
)
and δq
(
zkLdq,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
fˆ
))
= Ldq,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
δq
(
zkfˆ
))
.
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Hence, Ldq,k ◦ Bˆq,k
(
fˆ
)
is solution of the same linear δq-equation than fˆ . But in general, if fˆ ∈ C [[z]]
is solution of a linear δq-equation with coefficients in C [z], we will have to apply successively several q-
Borel and “continuous” q-Laplace transformations in order to compute an analytic solution of the same
equation than fˆ . See Theorem A.4.
As in §4.2, let z 7→ hˆ(z, q) ∈ C[[z]] that converges coefficientwise to h˜(z) ∈ C[[z]] when q → 1. We
make the following assumptions:
• There exists
z 7→ b0(z, q), . . . , bm(z, q) ∈ C[z],
with z-coefficients that converge as q goes to 1, such that for all q close to 1, hˆ(z, q) is solution
of:
bm(z, q)δ
m
q
(
hˆ(z, q)
)
+ · · ·+ b0(z, q)hˆ(z, q) = 0.
Let b˜0(z), . . . , b˜m(z) ∈ C[z] be the limit as q tends to 1 of the b0(z, q), . . . , bm(z, q). Notice that
the series h˜(z) is solution of:
b˜m(z)δ
m
(
h˜(z)
)
+ · · ·+ b˜0(z)h˜(z) = 0.
• For q close to 1, the slopes of the linear q-difference equation satisfied by hˆ are independent of q,
and the set of slopes of the latter that are positive coincides with the set of slopes of the linear
differential equation satisfied by h˜.
• There exists c1 > 0, such that for all i ≤ m and q close to 1:∣∣∣bi(z, q)− b˜i(z)∣∣∣ < (q − 1)c1 (∣∣∣˜bi(z)∣∣∣+ 1) .
• The differential equation has at least one slope strictly bigger than 0.
Let d0 := max
(
2, deg
(
b˜0
)
, . . . ,deg
(
b˜m
))
. Let k1 < · · · < kr−1 be the slopes of (4.3) different from 0,
let kr be an integer strictly bigger than kr−1 and d0, and set kr+1 := +∞. Let (κ1, . . . , κr) defined as:
κ−1i := k
−1
i − k
−1
i+1.
As in Proposition 1.5, we define the (κ˜1, . . . , κ˜s) as follows: we take (κ1, . . . , κr) and for i = 1, ..., i = r, we
replace successively κi by αi terms αiκi, where αi is the smallest integer such that αiκi is greater or equal
than d0. See Example 1.4. Therefore, by construction, each of the κ˜i are rational number greater than d0.
Let β ∈ N∗ be minimal, such that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, β/κ˜i ∈ N
∗. Let us write hˆ(z, q) =:
∞∑
n=0
hˆn(q)z
n
and for l ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, let hˆ(l)(z, q) :=
∞∑
n=0
hˆl+nβ(q)z
nβ.
Theorem A.4. There exists Σ
h˜
⊂ R finite modulo 2piZ, such that if d ∈ R \ Σ
h˜
then for
all l ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, the series g1,l := Bˆq,κ˜1 ◦ · · · ◦ Bˆq,κ˜s
(
hˆ(l)
)
converges and belongs to H
d
κ˜1 (see Defi-
nition 4.3).
Moreover, for j = 2 (resp. j = 3, . . . , resp. j = r), gj,l := L
d
q,κ˜j−1
(gj−1,l) belongs to H
d
κ˜j .
Let Sdq
(
hˆ(l)
)
:= Ld
q,κ˜s
(gr,l). The function
Sdq
(
hˆ
)
:=
β−1∑
l=0
zlSdq
(
hˆ(l)
)
∈ A
(
d−
pi
kr
, d+
pi
kr
)
,
is solution of (4.2). Furthermore, we have
lim
q→1
Sdq
(
hˆ
)
= S˜d
(
h˜
)
,
uniformly on the compacts of S
(
d− pi2kr , d+
pi
2kr
)
\
⋃
R≥1αi, where αi are the roots of b˜m ∈ C[z]
and S˜d
(
h˜
)
is the asymptotic solution of the same linear δ-equation than h˜ that has been defined in
Proposition 1.5.
The proof of this theorem is basically the same as the proof of Theorem 4.5. The only difference is
that we can not use Lemma 6.2, so we state and prove a similar result for the “continuous” summation.
Let d ∈ R, let k ∈ Q>0 and let f be a function that belongs to H
d
k. By definition (see Definition 4.3),
there exist ε > 0, constants J, L > 0, such that for all q close to 1, ζ 7→ f(ζ, q) is analytic on S(d−ε, d+ε),
and for all ζ ∈ R>0: ∣∣f(eidζ, q)∣∣ < Jeq (Lζk) .
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Lemma A.5. In the notations introduced above, let us assume that lim
q→1
f := f˜ ∈ H˜dk uniformly on the
compacts of S(d− ε, d+ ε). Then, we have
lim
q→1
Ldq,k
(
f
)
(z) = Ldk
(
f˜
)
(z),
uniformly on the compacts of
{
z ∈ S
(
d− pi2kpi , d+
pi
2kpi
) ∣∣∣|z| < 1/L}.
Proof. For the same reasons as in the proof of Lemma 6.2, we may assume that d = 0 and k = 1.
Let us fix a compact K of
{
z ∈ S
(
− pi2pi ,+
pi
2pi
) ∣∣∣|z| < 1/L}. Using the dominated convergence theo-
rem, it is sufficient to prove the existence of a positive integrable function h, such that for all q close
to 1, ζ ∈ R>0 and z ∈ K,
∣∣∣∣ f(ζ,q)zeq( qζz )
∣∣∣∣ < h(ζ).
Let J > 0 be the constant that comes from Definition 4.3 and let z ∈ K. By definition of the
“continuous” q-Laplace transformation∣∣Ldq,k(f)(z)∣∣ ≤ ∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣∣Jz eq(Lζ)eq(qζ/z)
∣∣∣∣ dζ.
Let us fix q0 > 1. Let S ∈ R, such that for all z ∈ K, q > 1 and ζ > S, ζ 7→
∣∣∣Jz eq(Lζ)eq(qζ/z) ∣∣∣ is decreasing.
The convergence lim
q→1
∫ S
0
f(ζ, q)
zeq
(
qζ
z
)dζ = ∫ S
0
f(ζ)
z exp
(
qζ
z
)dζ is clear. Moreover, we have for all q ∈]1, q0[
and z ∈ K: ∫ ∞
S
∣∣∣∣Jz eq(Lζ)eq(qζ/z)
∣∣∣∣ dζ ≤ (q − 1) ∞∑
l=0
∣∣∣∣∣qlSJz eq
(
LqlS
)
eq (ql+1S/z)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
We have seen in the proof of Lemma 6.2, than we can bound this latter quantity uniformly in q and z ∈ K.
This yields the result. 
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